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In my dissertation, advanced theoretical approaches and algorithms are devel-5

oped to investigate the two primary applications, (1) functional MRI (fMRI) and

(2) structural virology. These new techniques provide novel insights in (i) brain

functions and (ii) the heterogeneity of virus particles.

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) examines

the low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in blood oxygen level dependent10

(BOLD) signals. It is widely used to investigate the brain activity at resting

state, which is the state consuming the majority brain energy metabolism. Over

the past two decades, the established correlation method has been successful in

delineating the large-scale brain networks. However, it cannot characterize the

spatial and temporal causal relations in these networks. Other methods provide15

some information of the causal relations, but are not successful at detecting the

underlying networks.

To overcome these limitations, we introduce a new concept named predic-

tion correlation (p-correlation) to replace the traditional methods for estimating

brain networks from rs-fMRI. In particular, the correlation between two BOLD20

signals is replaced by a correlation between one BOLD signal and a prediction of

this signal via a causal system driven by another BOLD signal. The advantages

of the p-correlation approach include that (1) it is a generalization of correlation

and is able to identify previously characterized large-scale brain networks, and



(2) it determines more reliable patterns of directed network connectivity, and (3)25

it can estimate the duration of directed interactions in brain networks.

By using p-correlation, for the first time, we are able to characterize the most

and the least rapid information propagations in brain networks. For example,

we found that the most rapid information flows are propagated from all other

regions to the memory regions in human brain. This discovery agrees with the30

current understanding of brain functions at resting state, and provides novel

insight into brain functions from a different dimension (e.g., the temporal scale).

In addition, a realistic simulator for BOLD signals is developed with cus-

tomized selection on mathematical models of brain activity and parameters. As

a result, the new simulator simplified and enhanced the existing simulators by35

expanding customer options, especially allowing customers to integrate differ-

ent components from different simulators into a single calculation.

The structure of virus particles is central to understanding their function.

Cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM) is a major experimental method for deter-

mining structure by measuring noisy randomly-oriented projection images, one40

image from each of 103-106 virus particles, which are then combined by recon-

struction algorithms. Because each particle is individually imaged, unlike in

x-ray crystallography, it is possible to gain information about the continuous

heterogeneity, e.g., flexibility, of the virus particle. Symmetry is an important

aspect of virus particles and our work has focused on particles with polyhedral45

symmetry which includes symmetry of tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral

point groups.

Traditional methods of characterizing heterogeneity assume that each parti-

cle has the full symmetry. This is probably not realistic. We have generalized

this viewpoint so that individual particles lack symmetry, but the first and sec-50



ond order statistics of the particles have symmetry. In other words, the symme-

try appears in the expectation and the covariance, rather than in each realiza-

tion, of the random process.

We represent the electron scattering intensity of the virus as a linear combi-

nation of basis functions where the coefficients are random variables. First, we55

derived and computed real-valued vector basis functions for square integrable

functions on the surface of the sphere in 3-D where each vector basis function

transforms as one of the irreducible representations of the point group symme-

try. In particular, a new theorem in group representation theory was proven to

guarantee the existence of such basis functions. Second, we derived conditions60

on the mean vector and covariance matrix of the coefficients that multiply the

basis functions such that the linear combination of basis functions has the de-

sired symmetry properties. Using this approach, we have been able to eliminate

long-standing distortions in heterogeneity calculations associated with symme-

try axes and demonstrate for the first time the space-varying anisotropy of the65

fluctuations in the virus’ electron scattering intensity.
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7.6 The radial distribution of heterogeneity as described by the
spherical average of the standard deviation. The left column
show four curves of spherical average, sρ(r), for the data sets
1 and 2 for PhIPro+ and for PhIPro-. The right column show the405
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7.9 A ribbon diagram from the x-ray crystallography structure of
HK97 augmented with part of the δ domain from the cryo EM
structure [130] colored by the 3-D covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.1)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION495

Statistical modeling has been an important technique to make inference in bi-

ological data. In this dissertation, two different biological objects are investi-

gated: human brain (Chapter 2–4) and virus (Chapter 5–7). Specifically, new

theory and algorithms are developed to investigate the two primary applica-

tions, (1) functional MRI (fMRI) (Chapter 2), and (2) structural virology (Chap-500

ter 5–6). With the use of biological data, novel insights in (i) brain functions

(Chapter 3) and (ii) the functions of virus particles (Chapter 7).

1.1 Advances in functional brain networks analysis

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI), which examines

the low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in blood oxygen level dependent505

(BOLD) signals [15], is widely used to investigate the brain activity at resting

state. Resting-state brain activity persistently supports the neuronal signaling

at the resting state, and consumes the majority brain energy metabolism in con-

trast to task-related brain activities [26].

Network functional connectivity is often estimated by calculating the time-510

series correlation between BOLD signals from different regions of interest. Us-

ing standard correlation, substantial progress has been made in delineating

large-scale functional brain networks, which are the brain networks that ex-

hibit correlated fluctuations and provide indirect information about structural

connectivity patterns that define brain systems (e.g. [15, 141, 97]). However, it515

is also noticed by researchers that standard correlation cannot characterize the
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direction of information flow between regions, which is called the “effective

connectivity” in brain networks.

In Chapter 2, we introduce a novel concept, prediction correlation (p-

correlation), to estimate both functional and effective connectivity from rs-fMRI.520

In this new statistical measure, the correlation between two BOLD signals is re-

placed by a correlation between one BOLD signal and a prediction of this sig-

nal via a causal system driven by another BOLD signal. Three validations are

shown: (1) Prediction correlation performed well on simulated data where the

ground truth was known, and outperformed four other methods. (2) On simu-525

lated data designed to display the “common driver” problem, prediction corre-

lation did not introduce false connections between non-interacting driven ROIs.

(3) On experimental data, prediction correlation recovered the previously iden-

tified network organization of human brain. Prediction correlation scales well

to work with hundreds of ROIs, enabling it to assess whole brain interregional530

connectivity at the single subject level. These results provide an initial valida-

tion that prediction correlation can capture the direction of information flow and

estimate the duration of extended temporal delays in information flow between

regions of interest based on BOLD signal. This approach not only maintains the

high sensitivity to network connectivity provided by the correlation analysis,535

but also performs accurately in the estimation of causal information flow in the

brain.

In Chapter 3, p-correlation is used to investigate the spatial and temporal

causal interactions between regions in the resting-state brain networks. For the

first time, we are able to characterize the most and least rapid information prop-540

agations in brain networks. In particular, a more rapid information flow has a
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shorter duration. Our discovery in the resting brain includes that (1) the least

rapid information flows are discovered in the visual, the motor and the atten-

tion brain systems, and (2) the most rapid information flows are dominated by

the activity that the medial temporal lobe collects information from the cortex,545

and (3) a ranking of the average duration of information flow from the well-

known resting state functional networks is determined, which suggests that

the frontal parietal, the limbic, and the default networks propagate informa-

tion more rapidly than the others. These results agree with the current under-

standing of brain functions at resting-state, and provide novel insights in brain550

functions from a different dimension (e.g., the temporal scale).

In Chapter 4, a realistic simulator for BOLD signals is developed with cus-

tomized selection on several well recognized mathematical models for brain

activity. The new simulator simplified the existing simulators for neuron and

BOLD signals, and enhanced them by expanding customer options, especially555

allowing customers to integrate different components from different simulators

into a single calculation. simulators into a single calculation.

1.2 Advances in structural virology

In virology, determining the structure of the virus particles is a fundamental

problem for understanding a virus, as the structure determines the functions560

of a virus particle, e.g., being infectious or not. A large class of plant and an-

imal viruses is called “spherical” viruses, in which the particle has a shell of

protein, called a “capsid”, surrounding a cavity containing the viral genome.

Typical sizes and molecular weights of the virus particles are 102–103 Å and 10
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MDa. The geometry of capsid of these spherical viruses is important to their565

lifecycles. Single-particle cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM) [11, 24, 23], which

has become an important technique for determining the geometry of a particle,

leads to 3-D image reconstruction problems for these biological nano-machines

Specifically, 103 − 106 virus particles are flash frozen to cryogenic temperatures

and imaged. Each image is basically a highly-noisy (SNR < 0.1) 2-D projection570

of the 3-D electron scattering intensity distribution of the particle. Only one

such image can be taken per particle and its projection orientation is random.

Therefore, the information from many such images is fused to compute a 3-D

reconstruction [66].

Symmetry is sometimes an important feature of a biological object. The cap-575

sid of spherical virus particles, in the most common case, exhibits rotational

symmetry of a platonic solid [29]. In cryo-electron microscopy, the 3-D structure

of each virus particle is characterized by the 3-D electron scattering intensity

function, denoted by ρ(·). Standard reconstruction approaches [36, 142, 113, 77]

assume that the virus particles of the same type1 are identical. An improved580

reconstruction method introduced in [133, 148] assumes that particle are differ-

ent from each other (for example, due to the inherent flexibility of such a large

molecular complex) but they all obey the same symmetry.

In contrast to this previous work, we consider a more realistic and sophis-

ticated view: particles are different and it is the statistics of the ensemble of all585

particles that obey the symmetry not the individual particles. In particular, the

mean and covariance of the 3-D electron scattering intensity distribution of the

1In biological applications, they are called particles in the same class based on the stage of
their maturation processes.
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particle are invariant under rotations [137]:

ρ̄(R−1
g x) = ρ̄(x) and Cρ(R−1

g x1,R−1
g x2) = Cρ(x1, x2), (1.1)

where ρ̄(·) is the mean function and Cρ(·, ·) is the covariance function of the elec-

tron scattering intensity ρ(·), Rg ∈ IR3×3 is the gth rotation matrix of certain sym-590

metry group, and x, x1, x2 ∈ IR3 are real-space coordinates. In the 3D reality, each

particle can be described as a linear combination of basis functions where the

weights in the linear combination are Gaussian random variables [133, 148]:

ρ(x) =
∑
ζ

Fζ(x)cζ (1.2)

where Fζ(x) is the basis function and cζ is the weight. Because ρ(·) is real, it is
convenient to have real-valued basis functions and weights. To describe the sit-595

uation in which particles have non-symmetric structures but symmetric statis-

tics, the basis functions and the weights with special properties are required.

In Chapter 5, a novel methodology based on a group-theoretic approach is

developed to generate the appropriate basis functions. Basis functions which

are invariant under the operations of a rotational polyhedral group G are able600

to describe any 3-D object which exhibits the rotational symmetry of the cor-

responding Platonic solid. In particular, they are sufficient to describe the sit-

uation assumed in the previous reconstruction methods. However, in order to

characterize the spatial statistics of an ensemble of objects in which each object

is different but the statistics exhibit the symmetry, a larger set of basis functions605

is required. In particular, for each irreducible representation (irrep) of G, it is

necessary to include basis functions that transform according to that irrep. This

larger set of basis functions is a basis for square-integrable functions on the sur-

face of the sphere in 3-D. Because the objects are real-valued, i.e., ρ(·) ∈ R, it is

convenient to have real-valued basis functions. In this Chapter, the existence of610
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such real-valued bases is proven and an algorithm for their computation is pro-

vided for the icosahedral I and the octahedral O symmetries. Furthermore, it is

proven that such a real-valued basis cannot exist for the tetrahedral T symme-

try because some irreps of T are essentially complex. The importance of these

basis functions to computations in single-particle cryo electron microscopy is615

described.

In Chapter 6, a new reconstruction approach is developed to incorporate the

realistic assumption of symmetrical statistics into expectation-maximization al-

gorithms for the maximum likelihood solution of ρ̄ and Cρ in Eq. 1.1. In par-

ticular, constraints on the weights (cζ in Eq. 1.2) are derived based on Eq. 1.1620

through tools in group theory such as the Schur’s Lemma. Applying the appro-

priate basis functions, a maximum likelihood (ML) reconstruction algorithm is

used to estimate the constrained weights cζ , which is a generalization of classi-

cal ML Gaussian mixture parameter estimation [104]. This new reconstruction

approach is called “heterogeneous reconstruction with symmetrical statistics”625

(HRSS). HRSS is demonstrated on bacteriophage HK97 and is contrasted with

former algorithms [148, 133]. Reconstruction results show that HRSS provides

estimates that make more biological sense than former algorithms. In particu-

lar, the variance map of ρ(x) computed by HRSS eliminates the artificial spikes

laid on the symmetry axes of the platonic solids, which has been a well-known630

problem existed in all the previous reconstruction solutions of spherical virus

particles [82, p. 173].

In Chapter 7, this new reconstruction algorithm HRSS is used to investigate

the heterogeneity of virus structures for the maturation-intermediates, Prohead

I of bacteriophage HK97 with the viral protease packaged (PhIPro+) and with-635
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out (PhIPro-). Through the realistic assumption of statistical symmetries on the

ensemble of virus particles, HRSS enables analysis on both variance and covari-

ance. For the first time, we are able to characterize how events on the inner

surface of the capsid are related to the remainder of the capsid. The results are

compared with the previous reconstruction solutions computed by former algo-640

rithms [51]. In the variance analysis, PhIPro- demonstrates a greater heterogene-

ity than PhIPro+ which is consistent with the previous result [51]. The primary

discovery includes that (1) the variance map displays a detailed annular struc-

ture agreeing with the biological structure of HK97 particles, and (2) the inner

surface (disordered δ-domain) of the capsid actively interacts with the central645

core of DNA nucleic acid, and (3) the greatest heterogeneity of PhIPro- occurs

between the disordered δ-domain and the central core of genome. In addition,

through the covariance analysis, we numerically validate the transition in the

orderedness of materials in different domains of the capsid. In particular, as the

radius increases from the inner to the outer surface of the capsid, the structure650

of the protein in the capsid transits from a disordered form to an ordered form.

This transition appears to be continuous along the radius. Furthermore, com-

paring to the rest of the particle, the selected regions in the capsid are strongly

correlated to regions in the same annulus. These findings validate the annular

structure in the capsid of a virus particle.655

In summary, the thesis develops novel approaches to investigate the two

different applications, fMRI and structural virology. In fMRI, a new statisti-

cal measure is proposed to replace the traditional methods for estimating brain

networks, which overcomes the limitation of characterizing the causal informa-

tion flows in brain networks and provides novel insights in brain functions. In660

structural virology, a realistic view on the ensemble of virus particles is pro-
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posed. Two components are essential to describe such a realistic situation. 1) A

complete set of real-valued basis functions are required to describe all possible

heterogeneous objects in 3D real space. A new theorem in group representa-

tion theory is proven to guarantee the existence of such basis functions. 2) The665

weights of basis functions need to be constrained to realize the assumption of

symmetrical statistics. The reconstruction solution is the statistics of the ensem-

ble of virus particles. The new reconstruction algorithm developed eliminates

the well-known problem in the existing reconstruction algorithms, and provides

numerical validations for the hypothesis on the puzzling structure and func-670

tions of a biological mechanism in the nano world.
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CHAPTER 2

INITIAL VALIDATION FOR THE ESTIMATION OF RESTING-STATE

FMRI EFFECTIVE CONNECTIVITY BY A GENERALIZED

CORRELATION APPROACH675

2.1 Introduction

This chapter has been published in [140].

Resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) has been widely used to study the

intrinsic functional architecture of the human brain based on spontaneous os-

cillations of the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals [117, 15, 141, 97].680

One fruitful approach has been to examine the correlations between rs-fMRI

timeseries at pairs of regions of interest (ROIs) and use the correlations as a

measure of connectivity strength between each pair [134, 118]. The correla-

tion method, though simple, plays a fundamental role in evaluating functional

connectivity in the human brain for both task-evoked networks [109, 26] and685

resting-state networks [58, 109, 98]. The relationships between correlation and

the topological properties, including small-world organization, modular struc-

ture, and highly connected hubs, has been studied in [143]. However, the direc-

tion of information flow between pairs of ROIs and the causality of information

flow cannot be derived from standard correlation methods. Reliable insight into690

the direction and causality of functional connections in the brain from BOLD

signals would provide substantial breakthroughs in characterizing large-scale

brain network dynamics.

The BOLD signal is an indirect and sluggish measure of neuronal activity.
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Despite this, substantial insights have been gleaned by examining patterns of695

BOLD signals as proxies for functional connectivity in the brain, and these are

consistent with more direct and invasive observations [39]. At every level of

analysis, the brain demonstrates an organized network structure [14]. So, even

though neuronal activation occurs on the millisecond time scale, organized and

structured activation patterns are also observed on the level of seconds, which is700

within the range of BOLD signals and is important for understanding cognition.

Causal information about the flow of information in the brain may be detected

and estimated from the BOLD signals. It remains critical, however, to evaluate

methods of investigation against ground truth simulation in order to validate

these methods.705

Numerous methods for estimating functional or effective connectivity [127,

43] have recently been evaluated against ground truth networks using simu-

lated rs-fMRI data [117]. Functional connectivity can be quantified with a mea-

sure of statistical dependence such as correlation, whereas effective connectivity

measures the directed causal influence [43]. In [117], performance of both types710

of methods across a range of measures was mixed. Standard and partial cor-

relation excelled at detecting the presence of a connection. Other methods for

estimating the direction of a connection varied from chance (Granger) to greater

than 50% accuracy (Patel’s Tau and pairwise LiNGAM). These results suggest

that novel methods are needed to estimate directed connectivity from rs-fMRI715

data, particularly with a large number of ROIs, which are necessary for full cov-

erage of cortical and sub-cortical areas in the human brain. In this paper, we

introduce a new method, prediction correlation, to the neuroimaging commu-

nity and provide an initial validation of the approach.
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Methods for estimating functional connectivity can be oriented toward esti-720

mating a real number describing strength of connectivity, which might be quite

small, versus estimating a binary connectivity, which is present or absent, with

possibly the addition of a strength of connectivity, in the form of a real number,

for the case where a connection is present. Correlation and prediction correla-

tion, which is a generalization of correlation that we propose in this paper, are725

methods that estimate a real number that describe strength of connection. Sub-

sequent processing can then be applied to remove week connections and/or

organize the complete network into modular networks.

As is described in the following sections, testing on simulated rs-fMRI data

with known ground-truth networks [117] demonstrates that prediction corre-730

lation is not only sensitive to detected network connections, as identified by

standard correlation, but also achieves the highest accuracy on estimation of

connection directionality among all approaches used in [117] (Section 2.3). In a

“common driver” phenomena, when ROI 1 drives ROIs 2 and 3 but ROIs 2 and 3

do not directly interact, prediction correlation correctly detects strong 1→2 and735

1→3 connections but not 2→3 or 3→2 connections (Section 2.4). Finally, extend-

ing [139], we demonstrate the robustness of this method on experimental data

and that prediction correlation recovers previously identified brain network or-

ganization from experimental data (Section 2.5).
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2.2 Prediction correlation740

2.2.1 Fundamental method

In what follows, we describe a methodology for analyzing rs-fMRI data using a

generalization of the well-established correlation approach, which is to correlate

the timeseries at two ROIs. The generalization, denoted by “p-correlation” (“p”

for “prediction”) is to replace correlation between the BOLD timeseries at two745

ROIs by correlation between the BOLD timeseries at one ROI and a prediction

of this timeseries. The prediction is the output of a mathematical dynamical

system that is driven by the timeseries at the other ROI. More generally, the

prediction could be based on several, spatially discrete, ROIs. In this paper, we

focus on the case where only one other ROI is used. We assume that the dy-750

namical system is linear and has finite memory and that the memory duration

and parameters may be estimated from the BOLD timeseries. If the prediction

of the timeseries is restricted to use only the current value of the timeseries that

drives the dynamical system, then p-correlation is the same as standard corre-

lation. Therefore p-correlation is a generalization of correlation. Features of p-755

correlation include (1) the ability to indicate the directionality of the interaction

between two ROIs, (due to the fact that this prediction correlation is asymmet-

rical between two signals), and (2) the ability to evaluate the interaction based

on casual information.

In the remainder of this section, we provide more detail on the p-correlation760

approach. Consider the ordered pair of ROIs (i, j) and let xi (x j) denote the

rs-fMRI timeseries at the ith ( jth) ROI. Both timeseries have duration Nx. The x j
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signal is predicted from the xi signal by a linear time-invariant causal dynamical

model with xi as the input and the prediction x̂ j|i as the output. This model can

be described by an impulse response, denoted h j|i, which is zero for negative765

times. We assume that the impulse response is of finite duration, with duration

denoted by Nh j|i . In summary,

x̂ j|i[n] =

Nh j|i∑
m=0

h j|i[m]xi[n − m]. (2.1)

The basic approach to estimate the coefficients of h j|i is to minimize the least

squares cost

J(h j|i) =

Nx−1∑
n=0

(x j[n] − x̂ j|i[n])2. (2.2)

We estimate the value of Nh j|i and the values of the impulse response at the same

time by restating the least squares problem as a Gaussian maximum likelihood

estimator (MLE) with a known variance for the measurement errors. The MLE

allows a trade off of the accuracy of predicting the current data (i.e., minimiz-

ing J), which is best done by large values of Nh j|i , with the accuracy of pre-

dicting when presented with new data, which is best done by smaller values

of Nh j|i . There are several approaches to quantifying this trade off including

Akaike information criteria (AIC) [4, 3, 121, 61, 62, 21], Bayesian information

criteria (BIC) [114], restricted maximum likelihood (REML) [125, 94], minimum

description length [105] and minimum message length [131]. We have focused

on AIC because it leads to easily computed problem formulations (Eq. 2.3).

AIC realizes this balancing goal by minimizing the sum of two terms, one term

that characterizes the prediction error of the dynamic system through the least

squares cost J(h j|i) and a second term that depends on the durations Nh j|i and
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Nx:

AIC =


Nx log( 2π

Nx−Nh j|i
J(h j|i)) + Nx + Nh j|i if Nx/Nh j|i ≥ 40

Nx log( 2π
Nx−Nh j|i

J(h j|i)) + N2
x +

N2
h j|i
−Nx+Nh j|i

Nx−Nh j|i−1 otherwise
. (2.3)

Simultaneous minimization of Eq. 2.3 with respect to both h j|i, which occurs only770

in theJ(h j|i) term, and Nh j|i determines the duration and the value of the impulse

response. The integer minimization over Nh j|i is computed by testing each value

in a predetermined range of values, i.e., 1,2, ..., D seconds. Then, for each value

of Nh j|i , the minimization with respect to h j|i involves only minimizing J(h j|i).

Since the dynamical system describing how xi influences x j is separate from775

the dynamical system describing how x j influences xi, the approach described

here can lead to a directed rather than undirected graph of interactions between

ROIs.

Once h j|i and N j|i are estimated, the output of the dynamical system, which

is the prediction x̂ j|i, can be computed, and then the correlation of x j and x̂ j|i,780

which is the so-called p-correlation, denoted by ρ j|i, can be computed. We use

“correlation” and ρ j,i for the standard approach (i.e., the standard correlation

between x j and xi).

Let the total number of ROIs be denoted by NROI. P-correlation is an asym-

metric NROI × NROI matrix, where the asymmetry follows the ρ j|i , ρi| j. Further-785

more, p-correlation includes lags of the xi signal since the dynamical system

output at time n, x̂ j|i[n], depends on the input at its current and previous times,

i.e., xi[n], xi[n − 1], . . . , xi[n − Nh j|i + 1]. If Nh j|i = 1 (i.e., no lags) and h j|i[0] ≥ 0 then

ρ j|i is the correlation between x j and xi so that ρ j|i = ρ j,i and the approach of this

paper exactly reduces to the standard approach. In Section 2.2.2, we describe a790

constraint such that h j|i[0] ≥ 0 is always achieved. The entire algorithm is shown
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in Fig. 2.1. The Matlab software of implementing p-correlation is available upon

request.
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2.2.2 Specializations of the fundamental method

Thus far, we have proposed a method to computing p-correlation, which con-795

structs a full asymmetric matrix of correlation values for each subject. The pro-

posed method also constructs a second full asymmetric matrix, which provides

the temporal causal relation in the form of lagged impulse response between

any pair of ROIs. This fundamental method can be specialized for particular

applications, often based on user’s interests and what the user knows about800

the details of the applications. Several such specializations are described in the

following paragraphs.

Constraints on the least squares problems

If the user has information on the type of interactions that are present, then this

information can be used as a constraint on the least square problem that deter-805

mines the impulse response which is the basis of the prediction. For example,

as in the simulated data of Smith et al. [117], the interactions are all positive.

Constraining the impulse response values h j|i[n] to be nonnegative has implica-

tions for the values of ρ j|i. Let R j|i be the covariance of x j and x̂ j|i. R j|i is related

to the covariance of x j[n] and xi[n − m] (i.e., the m-lagged covariance of the two810

signals, denoted by R j,i[m]) by R j|i =
∑Nh j|i−1

m=0 R j,i[m]h j|i[m]. The covariance R j|i is

the numerator of ρ j|i. Therefore, if all the lagged covariances are positive and

we require the estimated values of h j|i[m] to be positive then we are assured of

getting a nonnegative value for R j|i and for the p-correlation ρ j|i. In the tradi-

tional functional connectivity analysis, when global signal regression is applied815

to rs-fMRI timeseries data, the valid inference of negative correlations cannot be
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made [91, 108], and only positive correlations are interpreted. In this situation,

the nonnegative “constrained” estimation approach is appropriate.

Thresholding ρ j|i

Three natural methods for thresholding ρ j|i are described in this section.820

Even with h j|i[n] ≥ 0, it may be that p-correlation is not positive because

one or more of the m-lagged covariance values are negative. Therefore, if non-

negativity is required, we replace all negative ρ j|i values by zeros. One reason

for seeking to have ρ j|i non negative is mean signal regression in the preprocess-

ing of the fMRI data which makes it difficult to interpret negative correlations.825

However, alternative preprocessing which omits mean signal regression [67] re-

moves this requirement.

The previous paragraph concerned thresholding at value 0. Higher data-

dependent minimum thresholds are often used for correlation and the same

approach can be applied to p-correlaton. A standard approach [97] is to order830

the values of correlation and leave the top s percent of values unchanged and

set the remaining values to zero. In other words, the threshold γ(s) is set to be

the 100-s percentile of all values in the p-correlation matrix.

In some problems the interactions are known to be unidirectional, e.g., in the

simulated data of Smith [117]. In this situation, a third thresholding method,835

which makes p-correlation unidirectional, is natural. The threshold is to con-

sider the two transpose related elements of the matrix and set the smaller to

zero and leave the larger unchanged.

All of the thresholding methods are nonlinear operation applied to the ma-
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trix of ρ j|i coefficients. Each can be applied to any matrix M to give an output

matrix N, in particular, in the order of the previous three paragraphs,

Ni j =


Mi j, if Mi j ≥ 0

0, otherwise
, (2.4a)

Ni j =


Mi j, if Mi j ≥ γ(s)

0, otherwise
, (2.4b)

where γ(s) is the 100 − s percentile of all values in M, and

Ni j =


Mi j, if Mi j ≥ M ji

0, otherwise
. (2.4c)

The thresholding approach forms a NROI×NROI matrix of thresholded connection

weights, from which the network is computed.840

Averaging over subjects

Some investigations, e.g., [117, 76], are interested in estimating individual-level

nuances, but in many other investigations on functional networks of human

brain using experimental data, e.g., [97, 98, 110, 53], there is averaging over sub-

jects in order to improve the SNR. Just as the thresholding methods (Section845

2.2.2), which are nonlinearities that can be applied to any matrix, the averaging

we use can be applied to any family of matrices Mk (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, where K is

the number of subjects) to give an output matrix N via N = 1
K

∑K
k=1 Mk. The func-

tional network estimated by the averaged p-correlation matrix can be further

clustered into sub-networks through a graphic theoretic analysis.850
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2.2.3 Extension on multi-subject processing

There is a recent interest in estimating effective networks from multiple subjects

while accommodating the heterogeneity of the group [116, 102, 47]. Specifically,

the IMaGES algorithm [102] estimates one generalized network from a group by

assuming all subjects are homogeneous, and the GIMME algorithm [47] can fur-855

ther refine the estimate for each individual subject from the general information

estimated from the whole group. IMaGES and GIMME are based on existing

single-subject methods, specifically GES for IMaGES and uSEM and euSEM for

GIMME and, when applied to groups of appropriate size, both GIMME and IM-

aGES provide more accurate estimates of effective connectivity than the single860

subject methods on which they are based [101, 47].

Information concerning groups of subjects could also be used in p-

correlation. One approach would be to replace the h j|i in Eq. 2.1 by hg
j|i + hl

j|i,

where hg
j|i is the group component common to all subjects, and hl

j|i is the compo-

nent unique to the specific subject l. In this approach, Eq. 2.1 would be general-865

ized to

x̂l
j|i[n] =

Nhg
j|i∑

m=0

hg
j|i[m]xg

i [n − m] +

Nhl
j|i∑

k=0

hl
j|i[k]xl

i[n − k]l (2.5)

where Nhg
j|i

and Nhl
j|i

are the probably different durations of the two components

of the causal finite-duration impulse response. There are two issues when using

Eq. 2.5. First the AIC analysis must be generalized in order to determine two im-

pulse response durations where one is common to the entire group of subjects.870

Second, in order to require the least squares to use the group impulse response

and not just set it to zero, a regularizer such as
∑Nhl

j|i

m=0(hl
j|i[m])2 must be added

to the least squares cost. While both of these issues can be addressed, in the
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current paper, we only focus on the individual analysis, which may be the only

meaningful option under certain circumstances, i.e., a clinical environment.875

2.3 Application on simulated Data

2.3.1 Data source: simulated BOLD timeseries

Simulated fMRI timeseries from the laboratory of S. M. Smith are doc-

umented [117] and available on-line (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/

analysis/netsim/), which has been used as a benchmark simulated fMRI880

data for testing effective connectivity [117, 47, 101, 63]. The simulations are

based on a variety of underlying networks of different complexity and can be

described as having three levels. First there is a neural level which is a stochastic

linear vector differential equation which produces a neural timeseries for each

ROI. Second, for each ROI, there is a nonlinear balloon model driven by the cor-885

responding neural timeseries which produces a vascular timeseries. Third, for

each ROI, the fMRI timeseries is the vascular timeseries plus thermal noise. To

simulate preprocessing of fMRI data, a highpass filtered at a cutoff frequency

of 1/200s was applied to each simulation (lastly revised on Aug. 24, 2012 from

the website www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/analysis/netsim). The current paper890

considers the first four sets of simulations from [117], S im1−S im4, which are the

four most “typical” network scenarios provided in [117], and which are based

on different underlying networks with sizes 5, 10, 15, and 50 ROIs, respectively.

These synthetic fMRI timeseries were sampled every 3s (TR= 3s) and the

total duration is Nx = 60 mins. All four simulations have 1% thermal noise and895
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the hemodynamic response function (HRF) used in the second step has standard

deviation of 0.5 s. The simulation is repeated for each of 50 subjects.

2.3.2 Specialization on p-correlation for the processing of the

simulated data
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram describing the specialization of p-correlation
for simulated data. Nonzero entries are filled by colored dots
with higher values represented by “hotter” colors and lower
values represented by “colder” colors, and zero entries are left
as blank in the above matrices.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 2.2. Given that the interactions are all posi-900

tive in the simulated data, it is natural to apply the nonnegative constraint on

the least square problem so that no negative impulse responses are allowed.

Through unconstrained p-correlation is also computed on the simulated data,

looking forward to Section 2.3.5, the numerical results indicate that the con-

strained version is more appropriate.905

As is described above, the integer minimization over the impulse function

duration, Nh j|i , is computed by testing from 1 second up to D seconds. Assuming
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that knowledge of the behavior of a ROI over the past 15 seconds is sufficient

to describe its effect on a second ROI, we restricted the temporal window for

directional influence between ROIs to no more than 15s, i.e. D = 15s.910

Next, we consider the choice of threshold, s in Eq. 2.4b. We use this method

in order to exploit all of the a priori knowledge about the simulated data. Since

the underlying ground truth networks for the simulated fMRI timeseries, de-

noted by a j|i, are given, the threshold value s is among our prior knowledge as

is described below. We denote ROIs that are involved in the connections of the915

ground truth network as active ROIs. All connections involving the active ROIs

are connections of interest (COIs), including connections that are actually absent

such as the reverse connection in an unidirectional interaction. The value of s is

then the ratio of the number of COIs and the number of all possible connections,

which gives s = 40, 22, 16 and 4 percent for the four simulations, respectively.920

An example of computing s for a 5-node network is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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2

A 5-node ground truth network, 
25 possible pairs of connections.
ROIs={1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
Activated ROIs={1, 2, 3, 4}. 

(a) A 5-node ground truth network.

2

3
2

1 4

COIs={(1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 3), 
(3, 1), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.

(b) 6 pairs COIs.

Figure 2.3: Example calculation of the threshold s for a 5-node network.
(a) The network with activated ROIs shown in orange. The
number of all possible connections is 52 = 25. (b) The 6 COIs,
where the dashed lines are connections that do not existed in
the ground truth but still are considered interesting. Therefore,
s = 6/25 for this network.

For the Smith simulated data, we have additional prior knowledge that the

networks contain only unidirectional connections. Therefore, as is also done

in [117], we compare our estimated network d j|i, which includes the unidirec-

tional condition, with the ground truth network a j|i. The estimated network d j|i925

is the output of Eq. 2.4c where the input is the thresholded network c j|i.
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2.3.3 Performance Criteria

To compare the computed and ground truth networks, we define “accuracy”,

denoted by A. In particular, A is defined to be the mean fractional rate of de-

tecting the correct directionality of true connections. Specifically, it is defined to930

be

A =

∑NROI
i=1

∑NROI
j=1 1{a j|i > 0}1{d j|i > 0}∑NROI

i=1

∑NROI
j=1 1{a j|i > 0}

, (2.6)

where 1{L} is 1 if L is true, and 0 otherwise. Like the computation of the “d-

accuracy” introduced in [117], A evaluates the percentage of the correct direc-

tionality. The threshold operation introduced above (Section 2.3.2) differentiates

the performance of directional analytical methods based on their sensitivity. The935

more sensitive the method is, the more true connections it can detect. Notice

that application of the threshold s leads to d j|i values that are almost certainly far

from zero or exactly zero. Computing the accuracyA after the threshold opera-

tion tells the directionality after knowing the presence of the connections, which

enable us to evaluate the overall performance of sensitivity and directionality of940

a directional analytical method.

2.3.4 Alternative methods for effective networks estimation

P-correlation and four alternative methods from [117], specifically, “Granger

B1”, “Gen Synch S1”, “LiNGAM” and “Patel’s conditional dependence mea-

sure”, were compared by the accuracy criteria (A), since under both synthetic945

and experimental scenarios, these methods have been tested and have rela-

tively good performances among all the others [117, 34]. The computation of
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these methods were done by software provided by Prof. S.M. Smith. Granger

B1, a pairwise Granger causality estimation method which provides the best

performance among Granger causality approaches [117, 34], uses the Bayesian950

Information Criterion to estimate the lag up to 1 TR. Gen Synch S1 is a non-

linear synchronization method with respect to the time lag 1 TR. It “evalu-

ates synchrony by analyzing the interdependence between the signals in a state

space reconstructed domain” [32, p. 671]. The LiNGAM (Linear, Non-Gaussian,

Acyclic causal Models) algorithm is a global network model utilizing higher-955

order distributional statistics, via independent component analysis, to estimate

the network connections. Patel’s conditional dependence measure investigates

the causality from the imbalance between two conditional probabilities, P(x j|xi)

and P(xi|x j). P-correlation, Granger B1, Gen Synch S1 and LiNGAM all compute

an asymmetric matrix filled with real-number connection weights, analogous to960

our c j|i. In all cases, the unidirectional prior knowledge is applied analogous to

our transformation from c j|i to d j|i. For the Patel method implemented by [117],

the thresholding operation was applied on “Patel’s κ bin 0.75” matrix, while the

directionality was determined by “Patel’s τ bin 0.75” matrix.

In addition to the algorithms included in [117], IMaGES [102] and uSEM [70]965

which is the estimation method for resting-state fMRI employed by GIMME al-

gorithm, have also been tested on the same set of simulated data [101, 47]. Re-

sults reported in [101, 47] show that their estimation based on the single subject

is either similar to or less good than the best-performing method provided in

[117].970

Comparing p-correlation with alternative methods of estimating effective

connectivity, p-correlation provides an full asymmetric matrix for each indepen-
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dent individuals directly, in which each entry, like correlation, predict a connec-

tion strength between two ROIs. This full asymmetric matrix of p-correlations

can be thresholded as desired and/or further processed as desired using an-975

other algorithm, i.e., a graph analytic algorithm, and is therefore potentially

useful in a experimental/clinical environment. In addition, p-correlation can

process networks with hundreds on ROIs while GIMME is limited to 3-25 ROIs

(Page 3 of GIMME Manual (Version 12)). Furthermore, p-correlation estimates

the temporal causal relation in the form of lagged impulse response in addition980

to the spatial causal relation between any pair of ROIs. In contrast, some alter-

natives algorithms (e.g. IMaGES) estimate a sparse graph of interactions, and

thus solve a somewhat different problems than the p-correlation method. Other

algorithms have been developed as post-processing algorithms, which cannot

detect connections, but only estimate direction if connections are detected by985

other methods, e.g., correlation. Among them, pairwise LiNGAM [63] achieved

success on Smith data. Several algorithms, such as Patel’s τ, LiNGAM and pair-

wise LiNGAM, chose one of the two possible directions for each pair of ROIs.

Such unidirectionality may be appropriate in some situations. Alternative algo-

rithms, including p-correlation, provide strengths for both directions, where the990

two strengths may be quite different when one direction is dominant.

2.3.5 Results on simulated data

The methods described in this paper were implemented in Matlab software,

which is available upon request, and were applied to four of Smith’s fMRI sim-

ulations [117]. The four simulations are S im1 − S im4 which have a variable995

number of ROIs (5, 10, 15, 50) but no confounding variables.
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The p-correlation method is based on estimation of a linear time-invariant

causal dynamic model. The sample means of the duration of either constrained

or unconstrained impulse responses are 3.34s, 3.58s, 3.64s and 3.76s for the 4

simulations, respectively. By limiting the impulse response duration to 1 TR, it1000

was verified that p-correlation with constraint on Least Squares is equivalent to

the standard correlation as is described in Section 2.1. After thresholding the p-

correlations computed with the nonnegative constraint on the coefficients of the

linear system, an asymmetric matrix of connection weights c j|i for each subject

was obtained.1005

The same specifications for processing of the simulated data, in particular,

the same choice of the s threshold (Eq. 2.4b) and the knowledge of unidirection-

ality (Eq. 2.4c), have also been applied to the results of four alternative methods

introduced in Section 2.3.4. The performance of all five methods was evaluated

by the accuracy criteria A (Eq. 2.6) for each subject. Fig. 2.4 shows the input to1010

the accuracy criteriaA, i.e., a j|i and d j|i, for Subject 14 of S im2.
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Figure 2.4: Images of a j|i (for ground truth) and d j|i (for constrained p-
correlation), and quantities analogous to d j|i (for Granger B1,
Gen Synch S1, LiNGAM, and Patel) for Subject 14 of S im2. Each
image uses the same ordering of colors, but has different range
of numerical values.

Simulation 1 2 3 4
# of ROIs 5 10 15 50
# of COI pairs 10 22 36 122
Granger B1 .440±.206 .295±.127 .262±.088 .130±.044
Gen Synch S1 .472±.201 .405±.139 .379±.079 .285±.056
LiNGAM .372±.229 .435±.177 .301±.106 .119±.037
Patel .528±.193 .491±.101 .446±.099 .366±.048
p-Corr (constrained) .532±.192 .502±.114 .457±.126 .405±.065
p-Corr (unconstrained) .520±.218 .467±.123 .439±.109 .371±.058

Table 2.1: Comparison of the mean and standard deviation of accuracy
over 50 subjects among different methods. The standard devia-
tion tend to be larger on the smaller netowrks (S im1-S im4 have
5, 10, 15, 50 ROIs, respectively) because one error is proportion-
ally of larger impact in a smaller network.

The mean and standard deviation of accuracy for each simulation, i.e., the
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average and square root of the sample variance of A (Eq. 2.6) over all 50 sub-

jects, were computed and the results are tabulated in Table 2.1. For all four sim-

ulations, constrained p-correlation achieved the highest accuracy compared to1015

the others. The unconstrained p-correlation is less appropriate when applied to

a network with all positive connection weights. We also computed the mean

and standard deviation of A for pairwise LiNGAM, which gives .566±.138,

.656±.206, .510±.119 and .506±.056 for four simulations, respectively. The result

shows the highly accurate directionality that pairwise LiNGAM can achieve in1020

this particular unidirectional network setting. Histograms displaying the dis-

tribution of accuracy for the five methods for each simulation are shown in Fig.

2.5. The superior performance of p-correlation is demonstrated by the fact that

the bulk of the histogram is further to the right, and the left tail is less massive.
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Figure 2.5: Accuracy histogram for Granger B1, Gen Synch S1, LiNGAM,
Patel and constrained p-correlation.
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2.4 The performance of correlation and p-correlation on com-1025

mon drivers

A “common driver” situation is the case where ROI 1 drives ROIs 2 and 3 but

ROIs 2 and 3 do not directly interact. The challenge is to correctly detect the

1→2 and 1→3 connections without detecting 2→3 or 3→2 false connections. In

order to focus exclusively on this situation, we have computed synthetic data

from the three-ROI network shown in Fig. 2.6 and defined by

Figure 2.6: The common driver problem.

x1[n + 1] = a1x1[n] + b1w1[n] (2.7)

x2[n + 1] = a2x2[n] + a21x1[n] + b2w2[n] (2.8)

x3[n + 1] = a3x3[n] + a31x1[n] + b3w3[n] (2.9)

where w[n] = [w1[n],w2[n],w3[n]]T is an independent and identically distributed

Gaussian stochastic process with mean 0 and variance I3 (the 3×3 identity ma-

trix). [143] consider mathematical models of this type and give theoretical re-

sults for correlations. The system is initialized in the steady state and simulated1030

for 1000 steps, Nx = 1000. We consider only a1 = a2 = a3 = .8 (so that all ROIs
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have the same intrinsic memory duration) and b1 = b2 = b3 = .2 (so that all ROIs

have the same intrinsic noise power, and the intrinsic noises are all indepen-

dent). We consider the following cases: (1) no driving: a21 = a31 = 0, (2) weak

driving: a21 = a31 = .1, (3) strong driving: a21 = a31 = .4, and (4) asymmetrical1035

strong driving: a21 = .4, and a31 = .1.

Each simulation was repeated for 50 subjects. Let the maximum allowable

duration of the impulse response be 3 samples. By using the specialization of p-

correlation for Smith simulated data, as is described in Section 2.3.2, a directed

graph d j|i is estimated by p-correlation (Fig. 2.2) and the correlation matrix is1040

computed for each subject. The steady state covariance of Eqs. 2.7-2.9 is the

correlation matrix. In Case (1), the mean and standard deviation of nonzero

entries of ρ j|i with constrained least squares (Section 2.2.2) are 5.384e-04±0.072.

This number becomes 0.058±0.043 when unconstrained least squares is applied.

The smaller magnitude of the results using constrained least squares indicates1045

that taking advantage of the prior knowledge that the weights are positive (i.e.,

a1 = a2 = a3 = .8) provides improved performance in this case. In Cases (2) and

(3), both the constrained and the unconstrained least squares achieve a 100%

accuracy (Eq. 2.6) for each subject. In the fourth case, the constrained or the

unconstrained least squares gives an average of .800±.247 accuracy over all 501050

subjects. We also tested Nx =200, 500, 5000 for all four cases. Notice that as

Nx goes large, correlations become closer to the steady state and the accuracy

computed by the p-correlation method increases as well.

In addition, p-correlation estimated the correct hierarchy on the three pairs

of connection weights, which are consistent with “strong”, “weak” and “non-”1055

connections in the ground truth network. It also shows the correct direction of
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connections in a pair by a stronger weight. The constrained least squares (Sec-

tion 2.2.2) provides a slightly superior result than the unconstrained approach.

Specifically, larger numerical differences between the zero and nonzero entries,

as well as between the asymmetric strong weights, were shown. On average1060

across all 50 subjects, p-correlation used an impulse response duration of 1.007

samples for all four cases for both constrained and unconstrained approaches.

In addition, in Case (3) (asymmetric strong weights), correlation mis-detected

the connection between node 2 and 3, specifically the 2-3 correlation was the

highest correlation value among the three pairs, whereas p-correlation, for both1065

the constrained and unconstrained approaches, estimated this value as the low-

est of the three pairs thereby avoiding the error in the correlation results.

2.5 Performance on experimental fMRI data

While the tools described in this paper can be assembled into many algorithms,

we use only one algorithm, which is shown in Figure 2.7, to further character-1070

ize [139], a cohort of 132 subjects from the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project

(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000/) [16]. We combine our

p-correlation ideas with the widely-used [97, 96, 73, 53] Infomap graph analyti-

cal algorithm [74] to determine networks within the set of 264 ROIs.

As a function of the value of the threshold s, Infomap creates a variable1075

number of networks. Following [97, Fig. 1], the network stability over a range

of threshold s ∈ {2, . . . , 10} using correlations and p-correlations are shown in

Fig. 2.8, in which different networks are represented by different colors. Similar

to [97] (the first figure in Fig 2.8), we note that the assignment of ROIs to net-

works remains relatively constant over all values of the threshold s, illustrated1080
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram describing the specialization of p-correlation
for the experimental data. Nonzero entries are filled by col-
ored dots with higher values represented by “hotter” colors
and lower values represented by “colder” colors, and zero en-
tries are left as blank in the above matrices.

by the constant horizontal bands in different colors. Also, networks are hierar-

chically refined as s rises. In summary, the number of networks increases as the

value of s decreases, and p-correlation replicated the brain network organiza-

tions that were detected by correlation. The network results are consistent with

the network organizations detected in [97].

Figure 2.8: The stability of networks across various thresholding criteria
(s). The white regions indicate ROIs that belong to networks
with less than four ROIs.

1085

In order to test the robustness of the p-correlation calculation, all 132 subjects

were randomly divided into two equal cohorts, and each cohort was separately

processed. The average of p-correlation connection strength ρ+
j|i across all sub-
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Figure 2.9: Scatter plot of p-correlation and correlation for the two cohorts.
The red line is the Least Squares fit for predicting Cohort 2 from
Cohort 1. Only positive values are used in the Least Squares
calculation and shown in the plot.

jects in the cohort, which is denoted by ρ̄+
j|i, is shown as a scatter plot in Fig. 2.9

(a) (in Fig. 2.9, all (0,0) points are removed). The linear least squares prediction1090

of Cohort 2 from Cohort 1 is a close fit to the data (r2 = .87) and is nearly a

45◦ diagonal line (ρ̄Cohort 2
j|i =1.013ρ̄Cohort 1

j|i +.032), thereby indicating the robust na-

ture of p-correlation. Following the same procedure, the average of correlation

connection strength ρ+
i, j across all subjects in the cohort, which is denoted by

ρ̄+
i, j, is shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). Comparing Fig.2.9 (a) and (b) indicates that the1095

p-correlation achieves the same robustness as correlation. Additional plots in

which no points are removed are included in the supplemental material Fig. 2.

2.6 Discussion

Standard correlation has been widely used to analyze functional connectivity

from rs-fMRI timeseries between prespecified ROIs. Prior work has shown its1100

high sensitivity for detecting the existence of network architectures under both
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simulated and experimental scenarios [117, 34]. This paper describes method-

ology for analyzing rs-fMRI data using a generalization of well-established cor-

relation ideas. The generalization, denoted by “p-correlation” (“p” for “predic-

tion”), is to compute the correlation between the jth signal and an optimal linear1105

time-invariant causal estimate of the jth signal based on the ith signal. In this way,

it captures additional features concerning the interaction between two ROIs,

specifically, the causality and directionality of the information flow on which the

interaction depends. Based on the finite-memory linear time-invariant causal

model, p-correlation allows the memory duration to be different in the two di-1110

rections for one pair of ROIs and also to be different for different pairs of ROIs.

In contrast, structural vector autoregressive models [70, 22] are assumed to have

the same memory duration across all ROIs. P-correlation is a generalization

of standard correlation ideas because, if the estimate of the jth signal based on

the ith signal is restricted to use only the current value of the ith signal, then1115

p-correlation and standard correlation have the same magnitude.

Testing p-correlation on simulated fMRI data provided in [117], the greater

performance accuracy of p-correlation, which uses lagged information from the

BOLD timeseries, demonstrates the importance of causal information which is

missing in standard correlation. In our results, the mean duration of the impulse1120

response estimated by AIC using a search limited to a maximum duration of 15s

was roughly 4s. In these data, a search extending to 15s is not a restriction on

the maximum duration. As is described in Table 1, the accuracy of p-correlation

on the simulated data of Smith is about 0.5 (0.405 to 0.532). While higher levels

are desirable, this performance exceeds the performance of many alternative1125

algorithms on all four sets of simulations.
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Many approaches have been introduced to assess functional or effective con-

nectivity of rs-fMRI data. [117] evaluated the validity of 38 approaches [117,

Fig. 4] using simulated BOLD signals and a variety of performance measures.

The methods tend to have different levels of performance for different mea-1130

sures, e.g., detection of a connection versus determination of the direction of a

connection. The p-correlation approach introduced in this paper depends on

causal dynamical models and so we focus on this particular aspect of previous

work. Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) has been used with some success to

assess causal dynamics in fMRI data by relying on sophisticated models of neu-1135

ral dynamics. As discussed in [117, p. 878], most existing DCM algorithms re-

quire knowledge of external inputs (which are not known for rs-fMRI) although

some variations may not [31]; all versions tend to be mathematically poorly

conditioned; and all versions fail to scale to networks with large numbers of

ROIs which are necessary for experimental studies. In contrast, the p-correlation1140

approach described in this paper scales similarly to a correlation approach for

which hundreds of ROIs are not a challenge [139].

Several versions of Granger causality analysis, based on multivariate vec-

tor autoregressive modeling, have been tested and performed poorly [117].

Granger causality relies on regression and comparison of two predictions. The1145

first prediction is based purely on an autoregressive model of the signal at the

ith ROI based on the past of the same signal. The second prediction is based on

regression of the signal at the ith ROI based on the past of the signal at the jth

ROI and, possibly, an autoregression as in the first case. The sample covariances

of the prediction errors are then combined, essentially by taking the ratio of the1150

sample covariances scaled by integers describing the amounts of data, to yield a

statistic that is distributed according to the Fisher-Snedecor F distribution. This
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statistic, indexed by i and j, is used to fill an asymmetric matrix. Although both

are based upon lagged information there are important differences between p-

correlation and Granger causality. P-correlation is not a statistic comparing two1155

possible dependencies but rather is a statistic measuring the accuracy of predic-

tion using a particular dependency. The motivation for the Granger causality

statistic is dependent on the original Gaussian assumptions on the errors when

linear regression is used to describe the ROI time series. P-correlation is based

on just the sample variance of the prediction error and does not have a Gaussian1160

motivation which is advantageous if the BOLD signals lack Gaussian structure.

Multivariate autoregressive processes have been used as the basis for generative

models for complete sets of ROIs. Such models, which focus on the effect of the

past on the present, can be combined with structural equation modeling (SEM)

models, which focus on contemporaneous effects [22].1165

Multivariate autoregressive processes (MVAR) have been successfully used

in neuroscience outside of fMRI, e.g., in order to describe signals from EEG ex-

periments [72, 17, 35, 10, 78, 71, 136]. Both MVAR, e.g., Eq. 1 in [72], and the

linear regression model used in this paper (Eq. 2.1) are regression models which

predict one timeseries from either all timeseries which include oneself (MVAR)1170

or from the past of another timeseries (Eq. 2.1). Both predictions are charac-

terized by impulse responses. The method introduced in [72] determines the

connection strength based on the impulse response, whereas p-correlation de-

termines the functional connectivity based on both the impulse response and the

original timeseries. Existing literature, e.g., [126] and [33], has shown the robust1175

estimation of the MVAR model by introducing sparse regression techniques,

and the success of estimating functional connectivity through the sparse MVAR

models. In addition, a conditional MVAR model, e.g., Ch 17.3 in [111], may also
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be used to address the common driver problem. Other approaches to examin-

ing BOLD signal propagation using lags, as is done in p-correlation, have been1180

highly reproducible [86]. In this paper, a linear regression model (Eq. 2.1) is

used as the predictor in p-correlation to estimate the causal relation between a

pair of BOLD signals. Other lag-based predictors, e.g., MVAR based models, can

also be adapted into the p-correlation concept, however, they would not have

the result that duration of 1 sample (e.g., no lags) gives standard correlation.1185

In addition to the algorithms used in [117], which estimate the directional

connectivity for single subject data sets, the IMaGES [102, 101] and GIMME [47]

algorithms use a group of subjects. While these algorithms provide better per-

formance in situations where groups of subjects can be analyzed collectively,

both algorithms have challenges. The sparse graph estimated by IMaGES for1190

a group of subjects does not tell the strengths of the connectivity and “will not

reflect the variation of a group” [90, p.571]. Similar to DCM’s limitation on scal-

ability, small networks with less than 25 ROIs are well analyzed by the GIMME

algorithm. However, its performance on large-scale functional networks is not

known. As p-correlation can work with hundreds of ROIs, it can be used in1195

evaluating large-scale brain networks. Furthermore, p-correlation can work on

individual subjects so it potentially could be applied to patient clinical data.

Other algorithms that estimate direction after a connection is already detected

also exist (Section 2.3.4). While such algorithms may be useful in some circum-

stances, they do not allow for situations where both directions are present but1200

of different strengths.

The [117] simulated data has lower dimensionality than experimental brain

data. For instance, in the simulation, connections are all unidirectional while
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most neural connections are bidirectional. Additionally, in the simulations,

most connections had a value of exactly zero. Furthermore, it introduces un-1205

realistic noise and it has a large number of parameters that must be set and

which influence the resulting simulation [132]. While the [117] simulated data

is not completely realistic and it is not a perfect test of p-correlation, this data

continues to be used [117, 47, 101, 63, 107], and the results continue to be dis-

cussed [48]. In this paper, we leveraged the same data used in [117] for com-1210

parison with other published metrics, providing a broader context for these

findings. We hope to use a broader range of simulated data to further validate

p-correlation in our future work.

In order to focus on the challenges of a “common driver”, we have produced

additional synthetic data for the three ROI network of Fig. 2.6 in which one ROI1215

drives two other ROIs but the two other ROIs do not directly interact. Using p-

correlation in this network we found that p-correlation can identify the existence

and direction of the interactions between the driving ROI and the other two

ROIs (even when the two interactions are of different strengths). Furthermore,

p-correlation did not introduce false interactions between the two driven ROIs.1220

We have applied p-correlation to experimental data from the 1000 Functional

Connectome Project [16]. The p-correlation approach successfully replicated the

modular architecture of the local and distributed networks previously reported

using standard correlation [139] (see Section 2.5 Fig. 2.8). Highly correlated

p-correlation values on the two different cohorts also demonstrated that the1225

p-correlation is highly reproducible and thus robust on experimental data. A

current limitation of the p-correlation approach is that missing nodes cannot

be accommodated, thereby limiting an extension of this approach to lesioned
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populations.

Here we introduce a novel concept, the p-correlation, to estimate brain con-1230

nectivity within well-characterized large-scale functional networks. The repli-

cation of previously observed network architectures in experimental data and

the performance against the ground truth in simulated data, both suggest that

the p-correlation approach may hold promise for future investigations of the

brain’s dynamic functional architecture.1235
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Figure 2.10: Accuracy histogram for Granger B1, Gen Synch S1, LiNGAM,
Patel and p-correlation with unconstrained and constrained
Least Squares.
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Figure 2.11: Scatter plot of p-correlation and correlation for the two co-
horts. The red line is the Least Squares fit for predicting Co-
hort 2 from Cohort 1.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL INTERACTIONS IN RESTING STATE

BRAIN NETWORKS

3.1 Introduction1240

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which examines

the low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in blood oxygen level dependent

(BOLD) signals [15], is widely used to investigate the brain activity at resting

state. Resting-state brain activity persistently supports the neuronal signaling

at the resting state, and consumes the majority brain energy metabolism in con-1245

trast to task-related brain activities [26]. The human brain is a complex network

comprising parallel, interacting systems of anatomically connected areas. Sub-

stantial progress has been made in delineating large-scale functional brain net-

works using resting-state functional connectivity MRI (RSFC) (e.g. [15, 141, 97]),

a technique which investigates brain networks that exhibit correlated fluctua-1250

tions and provide indirect information about structural connectivity patterns

that define brain systems. One fruitful approach has been to examine the pair-

wise RSFC correlations among a priori determined regions of interest (ROI).

These correlation matrices may then be used to model the spatial topology of

functional networks and sub-networks [135, 118].1255

With the use of RSFC, there has been a rich literature (e.g., [54, 41, 109, 26])

in understanding the functional activity of a brain region at the resting-state

versus at a state in response to cognitive demanding tasks. Regions within

anatomically connected brain systems, such as the motor, and visual systems,

are strongly and selectively correlated, suggesting the potential to use such cor-1260
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relations to infer the anatomic connectivity of brain systems. Results further

show that at the resting state, functional activities in certain brain regions, com-

monly referred as the default network, increased which suppressed the activi-

ties in the motor and visual systems [54, 41]. It is clear that the intrinsic dynamic

interplay between and within these large, spatially distributed brain systems1265

is indisputable. Therefore, assessing the intrinsic dynamic causal interactions

among ROIs, or “effective” connectivity, particularly in the context of large-scale

brain networks becomes a substantial interest in recent years.

The most commonly used method of assessing RSFC is to compute the cor-

relation coefficient between low frequency BOLD signal fluctuations of two re-1270

gions. Standard correlation coefficient has been demonstrated to have high sen-

sitivity for detecting functionally connected brain regions [117]. However, it

is also noticed by the researchers that this method is not sufficient to detect the

directional influence of the connection. To overcome this limitation, a novel con-

cept, the so-called prediction correlation (p-correlation) which is a generalized1275

notion of correlation, has recently been developed to estimate resting-state ef-

fective connectivity (RSEC) (Chapter 2). The advantages of the p-correlation ap-

proach, which is introduced in Chapter 2, includes that (1) it is a generalization

of correlation and is able to replicate previously characterized large-scale net-

work organization of the human brain, and (2) it determines reliable patterns1280

of directed network interactivity, and (3) it estimates the duration of directed

interactions in brain networks.

In this Chapter, p-correlation was tested on the high resolution fMRI data to

investigate both the spatial and the temporal casual interactions in large-scaled

brain systems. The brain wide variability in the duration of causal influence1285
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enables to explore the slow (long duration) and the rapid (short duration) in-

formation flow in human brain. Our results agree with the previous discovery

of the strong interactions between the visual and motor systems and deepen

the understanding of these interactions from the temporal scale. In particular,

information flow from the ROIs in the somotormotor system to the ones in the1290

visual systems is slow. The most rapid information propagations are dominated

by the information flow from ROIs of visual, motor and attention systems to the

ROIs of the limbic system (in the medial temporal lobe). This observation vali-

dates the traditional hypothesis on the resting brain activity, which is relating to

memory strengthening process, known as ”consolidation” [85, 120, 52, 119, 122].1295

Furthermore, we determined a ranking of duration of the information flow from

the seven well-known functional networks [141] to all other ROIs, which sug-

gests that the frontal parietal, the limbic, and the default networks propagate

the information faster than other networks in resting brain. These findings nu-

merically validate the current understanding of brain functions at resting-state,1300

and provide novel insights in brain functions from a different dimension (e.g.,

the temporal scale).

3.2 Temporal and spatial interactions in functional human

brain netwroks

3.2.1 prediction correlation method1305

In this section, we review prediction correlation, denoted by “p-correlation”,

introduced in Chapter 2. P-correlation computes the correlation between the
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BOLD signal at one ROI and a prediction of this signal based on the BOLD

signals at the other ROI. As an effective connectivity analytical method, p-

correlation provides reliable estimates of direction of the connectivity between1310

ROIs. In addition, it is able to estimate the duration of a directed connectivity

between pairs of ROIs. Furthermore, p-correlation is a generalization of corre-

lation method, which is able to recover the previously detected modular orga-

nizations in resting brain [97].

The mechanism of p-correlation is described in the remainder of this section.1315

Let xi and x j be the BOLD signals of Nx samples which come from the ith ROI

and the jth ROI, respectively. P-correlation of the ordered pair (xi, x j), denoted

by p − corr(xi, x j) involves two-step computations: the first is to compute a pre-

diction of the BOLD signal x j from the signal xi, which is denoted by x j|i; the

second is to compute the correlation between the predicted signal x j|i and the1320

original BOLD signal x j. In other words,

p − corr(xi, x j) = correlation(x j|i, x j). (3.1)

The prediction x j|i in the first step is the output of a linear time-invariant causal

dynamic model with xi as the input. This linear time-invariant causal dynamic

model can be described by a finite length impulse response, denoted by h j|i,

which is a vector of N j|i samples and has the first potentially non-zero term oc-1325

curred at time of 0s. In particular,

x j|i[n] =

N j|i−1∑
m=0

h j|i[m]xi[n − m]. (3.2)

The positively constrained vector coefficients and the length N j|i are jointly op-

timized by Least squares and the Information Criterion, respectively. Assume

that the temporal directional influence between ROIs is no more than Ds. Then,
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the optimal solution for N j|i is selected between {0,. . . , D
TR} samples, where TR is1330

the sampling rate.

3.2.2 Model of temporal and spatial interactions in functional

networks

Unlike the standard correlation, p-correlation is asymmetrical between the two

signals xi and x j. In particular, p − corr(xi, x j) , p − corr(x j, xi) and N j|i , Ni| j in1335

general, and thus p-correlation is able to model the spatial and temporal causal

influence between ROIs. The “conversation” from the ROI i to the ROI j can

be characterized by p-correlations. In particular, this directed connectivity has

a strength of p − corr(xi, x j), and a duration of TR ∗ N j|i seconds. The asymmetry

between p− corr(xi, x j) and p− corr(x j, xi) leads to a directed graph between two1340

brain regions in the spatial scale. In addition, the separate estimations for Ni| j

and N j|i characterize the interactions in a temporal scale.

The duration of information flow from one region to the other is the en-

tire time length of sending and receiving the information. A shorter duration

allows a more rapid information propagation. In contrast, a longer duration1345

gives a less rapid information flow from one region to the other. We are inter-

ested in the most rapid information propagations in resting human brain which

is characterized by short durations, e.g., the smallest value of N j|i.
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3.3 Performance on experimental data

3.3.1 Participants and data preprocessing1350

A cohort of 200 subjects was randomly selected from the 900 subjects Human

Connectome (http://www.humanconnectome.org/documentation/S900/).

The small sampling rate, i.e., TR = 0.78s, allows for a meaningful estimation for

the duration of connectivity. For each subject. the total scan duration has 200

samples, i.e., Nx = 200. The whole brain data was preprocessed [128, 83]. The1355

preprocessed rs-fMRI BOLD signals were extracted from 333 ROIs (NROI = 333)

which were centered in 333 disjoint brain parcels provided in [53].

3.3.2 Results

For each subject, two asymmetric matrices were generated from computing the

p-correlations. One is a matrix of p-correlation values that characterizes con-1360

nection strengths. The second matrix includes the durations determined by the

Akaike Criterion. The functional connectivity map (Fig. 3.1 (left)) is determined

by computing the average of the connection strength matrix across all 200 sub-

jects. Similarly, the duration map (Fig. 3.1 (right)) is determined by computing

the average of the duration matrix across all subjects.1365
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Figure 3.1: The functional connectivity map (left) and the duration map
(right) determined by p-correlations. In the matrices, ROIs
along the rows propagate information to the ROIs along the
columns.

A graphic theoretic tool was utilized to determine the functional networks.

Specifically, 333 ROIs were clustered into disjoint groups through the Informap

software. Seven functional networks were identified through tuning the in-

formap results based on the parcel community provided in [53] and to the 7

functional networks provided in [141]. Fig. 3.2 (a) shows the functional connec-1370

tivity map masked by 7 sub matrices, which corresponds to the seven functional

brain systems, organized along the diagonal. The seven functional brain sys-

tems are somatormotor (SM), visual, dorsal attention (dorsal), ventral attention

(ventral), default, frontal parietal (FP) and limbic systems. Strong functional

connectivities are interactions within the disjoint functional networks as shown1375

in Fig. 3.2 (b). Suggested by the high values in Fig. 3.2 (c) and (d), the slowest

(least rapid) information propagations are dominated by connectivities within

the SM, visual and ventral systems as well as the information flow from the SM

to the visual system. This result agrees with the previous results provided in

[54, 41], suggesting that functional activities in the motor and visual systems1380

are suppressed in the resting brain.
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Fig. 3.2 (f) shows network connections which have the most rapid informa-

tion propagations in resting brain. These connections are visualized on the cere-

bral cortex in Fig. 3.3. As shown, the most rapid information propagations are

flowing into the limbic system. This is biologically reasonable as resting state1385

activity supports the memory consolidation [85, 120, 52, 119, 122], in which the

medial temporal lobe gathers information from the cortex [100, p. 313].

For each of the 333 ROIs, the duration of information flow from this ROI to

all other ROIs are summed up. Specifically, the row’s summation was computed

for the duration map. This summation is then averaged over ROIs in the same1390

functional network, which results in 7 averaged summations corresponding to

the 7 resting-state functional networks as shown in Fig. 3.2 (e) and displayed on

the cerebral cortex in Fig. 3.4. In such way, we determine a ranking of duration

of the information flow from the seven well-known functional networks [141] to

all other ROIs. The result suggests that the frontal parietal, the limbic, and the1395

default networks propagate the information more rapid than other networks in

resting brain. The ranking is tabulated in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Connection weights and duration of resting state functional
networks. In these matrices, ROIs along the rows propagate in-
formation to the ROIs along the columns. Strong connectivities
are mostly in the diagonal blocks of (a) and (b). The duration
map (c) is less diagonally oriented comparing to the connectiv-
ity map. The longest and the shortest durations are shown in
(d) and (f), respectively.
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Figure 3.3: The most rapid information propagations, characterized by
the top 4% N j|i values, in resting brain. Stronger and longer
connectivity has a thicker and warmer colored arrow.

ranking brain systems
1 Frontal Parietal
2 Limbic
3 Default
4 Visual
5 Dorsal attention
6 Ventral attention
7 Somatomotor

Table 3.1: The ranking of average duration of the information flow from
the seven well-known functional networks to the rest brain.
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Figure 3.4: The average duration of the information flow from the seven
well-known functional networks to the rest brain. The net-
works have warmer colors if they propagate information more
rapidly.

3.4 Discussion

The p-correlation method, which estimates the duration and the direction of in-

formation flow, was used to investigate the temporal and spatial interactions in1400

functional brain networks. Specifically, the fast and slow information propaga-

tions between different brain regions were characterized.

The results show that the slowest information propagations are dominated

by connectivities within the somatomotor, the visual, and the ventral attention

systems. In addition, slow and infrequent information propagations from the1405
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somatomotor to the visual system are also recognized. These results agree with

the biological facts discovered previously. That is, the activation of visual, motor

and attention systems are suppressed in resting human brain [54, 41].

In addition, we provided a global information of interactions among all

brain regions. In resting brain, the most rapid information propagations flow1410

into the limbic system. For the first time, we were able to visualized the hypoth-

esis of resting state activity, that is, the medial temporal lobe become awake and

rapidly gathering the information from all other brain regions on the cortex.

Furthermore, we determined a ranking of the average duration of the in-

formation flow from the well-known resting state functional networks, which1415

suggests that the frontal parietal, the limbic and the default networks propagate

the information more rapid than the other networks. All these results numeri-

cally validate the biological facts in resting brain. The brain wide variability in

the duration of causal influence provides novel insight in brain functions.
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CHAPTER 41420

REALISTIC SIMULATORS FOR FMRI TIMESERIES

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a realistic simulator of fMRI timeseries is introduced. Functional

MRI timeseries capture the BOLD signals in human brain, which are generated

by brain activities in first the neural level and second the vascular level. Four1425

different mathematical models for brain activities in either the neural or the

vascular level are investigated. Two existing simulators got reverse engineered

in order to decipher their detailed principles of operation. A new simulator is

developed with customized selection on models and parameters. As a result,

the new simulator simplified and enhanced the two existing simulators by ex-1430

panding customer options, especially allowing customers to integrate different

components from different simulators into a single calculation.

4.2 Mathematical models of brain functional connectivity

4.2.1 Neural level: generation of neuron activity

A DCM forward model1435

Dynamic causal modelling (DCM) is first introduced in [44], which describes the

generation of neuron timeseires. A simplified DCM forward model is used in

Smith simulator [117] to generate the benchmark simulated fMRI data. Specifi-
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cally, the simplified DCM model is a linear vector differential equation,

dz
dt

(t) = Az(t) + Cu(t), (4.1)

where z ∈ IRN is the vector of neural signals, one signal at each of the N ROIs;1440

A ∈ IRN×N describes the interconnections of the neural signals; C ∈ IRN×N is the

matrix of weights describing how the external inputs enter the network; and

u ∈ IRN is the vector of external inputs to the ROIs.

The initial condition occurs at t = t0 and has value z(t0) = z0 ∈ IRN . For

stability, it is necessary that the eigenvalues of A have negative real parts. Often1445

C = IN where IN is the N×N identity matrix. In [117], the matrix A is expressed in

the form A = σA′ where σ ∈ IR+ and A′i,i = −1 so that the within-node temporal

decay is controlled by σ (nominal value σ = 0.05s).

Each of the N components of the external input u(t) is the sum of a random

pulse train up(t) ∈ IR and a random Gaussian noise ug(t) ∈ IR. The random pulse1450

train up(t) has transitions at times tn (n ∈ {0, 1, . . . }) where tn+1 − tn are indepen-

dent realizations of exponential random variables. The random pulse train up(t)

alternates deterministically between zero and non-zero values starting at zero,

i.e., up(t) = 0 for t0 ≤ t < t1. The exponential random variables tn+1 − tn are spec-

ified by their rates µn or equivalently their means 1/µn and have different rates1455

for zero versus for nonzero values of up(t):

µn =


µ−, n = 2m (rate when the value is 0)

µ+, n = 2m + 1 (rate when the value is nonzero)
(4.2)

where m ∈ {0, 1, . . . } and the nominal values of 1/µ− and 1/µ+ are 10s and 2.5s,

respectively. When up(t) is nonzero, i.e., on t2m+1 ≤ t < t2m+2 (m ∈ {0, 1, . . . }),

the value of up(t) is vm where vm is independent and identically distributed

with probability mass function (pmf) fv. The random Gaussian noise ug(t) ∈ IR1460
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has mean zero and is white, i.e., its autocorrelation function is E[ug(t1)ug(t2)] =

λ2δ(t1− t2) where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function so that its power spectral density

is λ2 at all frequencies. The tn, vm, and ug(t) stochastic processes are independent

for each component of u(t), independent between different components of u(t),

and independent of the initial condition z0. Note that this implies that the tran-1465

sitions in the pulse train input to different components of u(t) occur at different

times.

For the purpose of computation, this continuous model is approximated by a

discrete time model. In particular, approximate the derivative by (z(t)−z(t−δ))/δ

for a finite step-size δ and define zd[n] = z(nδ) which leads to the approximate1470

discrete-time vector difference equation

zd[n] = (IN + δA)zd[n − 1] + δCud[n]. (4.3)

Assuming without loss of generality that t0 = 0, the initial condition for the

discrete-time system occurs at n = 0 and has value zd[0] = z0. The vector of

external inputs u(t) should also be transformed to discrete time. Since each el-

ement of u(t) is the sum of a pulse and a Gaussian component, ud[n] will like-1475

wise be the sum of two components. In the pulse component the exponential

random variables tn+1 − tn with rate µ are replaced by geometric random vari-

ables kn+1 − kn with parameter q = µδ. The deterministic oscillation of µ and

the amplitude of the pulses are unchanged. In the Gaussian component the

continuous-time Gaussian zero-mean white noise with continuous-time auto-1480

correlation function E[ug(t1)ug(t2)] = λ2δ(t1 − t2) is replaced by a discrete-time

Gaussian zero-mean white noise with discrete-time autocorrelation function

E[ug(n1)ug(n2)] = (λ2/δ)δn1,n2 where δn1,n2 is the Kronecker delta function with

value 1 if n1 = n2 and value 0 otherwise.
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Interactive macro neurons1485

A different model of neuron activity is proposed in [102]. There are NROI ROIs.

Each ROI contains NN macro neurons. The neural signal at time t in the ηth

macro neuron of the rth ROI is zr,η(t).

The output signal from the rth ROI is yr(t) which is defined by

zr(t) =

NN∑
η=1

zr,η(t − δr) (4.4)

yr(t) = zr(t) ∗ h(t) (4.5)

=

∫ t

τ=−∞

zr(τ)h(t − τ)dτ (4.6)

=

∫ ∞

τ=0
h(τ)zr(t − τ)dτ (4.7)

where ∗ indicates convolution and h(t) is the causal double-gamma HRF, and δr1490

are delays which are i.i.d. random variables randomly chosen once at the start

of the simulation. The temporal evolution equation for zr,η(t) is

zr,η(t) = g tanh
(
{[sr,η(t − τ) + dr,η(t − Nττ)] + e1,r,η(t)}/g

)
+ e2,r,η(t) (4.8)

where time is discrete, Nτ = 4, and τ = 100ms. The probability law for e1,r,η(·)

and e2,r,η(·) is that

1) e1,r,η(·) and e2,r,η(·) are independent sequences.1495

2) e1,r,η(t) is i.i.d. (in t) N(0, σ2
1,r,η) where σ1,r,η is i.i.d. (in r and η) U(0, 30).

3) e2,r,η(t) is i.i.d. (in r, η, and t) N(0, σ2
2) where σ2 = 0.3.

4.2.2 Vascular level: generation of BOLD signals

Both models for the vascular level are continuous time models. We use linear

interpolation to transform from the discrete-time neural-level models to contin-1500
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uous time. More specifically, if the discrete time signal is zd[n] with sampling

interval δ then the interpolated continuous time signal is

n = bt/δc (4.9)

ξ = (t − nδ)/δ (4.10)

z(t) = zd[n](1 − ξ) + zd[n + 1]ξ. (4.11)

Hemodynamic response function

The hemodynamic response function h(t) is defined b Lindquist et al. in [79,

Eq. A1]. Specifically,1505

h(t) = A
(
tα1−1βα1

1 exp(−β1t)
Γ(α1)

− c
tα2−1βα2

2 exp(−β2t)
Γ(α2)

)
(4.12)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function, and the nominal parameter values are α1 = 6,

α2 = 16, β1 = β2 = 1, c = 1/6 and the amplititude A is the only unknown

parameter in this model.

Then the ideal BOLD signal for an ROI is the continuous-time convolution of

the neural signal at that ROI (an element of z(t)) with the hemodynamic response1510

function h(t). Finally, the measured BOLD signal is the ideal BOLD signal plus

additive white zero-mean Gaussian noise. Specifically, the BOLD signal, de-

noted by s(t), is determined by,

s(t) = z(t) ∗ h(t) + w(t), (4.13)

where w(t) is the white Gaussian noise.
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Balloon model1515

The Balloon model is introduced in [18, 19], and get formulated in [45, 44]. The

idea is that increases in flow effectively inflate a venous “balloon” such that

deoxygenated blood is diluted and expelled at a greater rate. So, the input of

the model is a blood flow in the blood vessel ( fin), which is triggered by the

neuron activity.1520

σu(t) =
d f 2

in(t)
dt2 +

1
τs

d fin(t)
dt

−
fin(t) − 1
τ f

(4.14)

where σ is the neuronal efficacy; τs is the signal decay; τ f is the autoregulation.

The nominal values of these coefficients discussed in [45] are σ = 0.5, τsln(2) =

1067ms and 1
2π√τ f

≈ 0.101.

The blood flow then causes a change in the normalized venous volume (v)

and the normalized total deoxyhemoglobin voxel content (q).1525

τ0
dv(t)

dt
= fin(t) − v1/α (4.15)

τ0
dq(t)

dt
= fin(t)

1 − (1 − E0)1/ fin

E0
− v1/αq(t)

v(t)
(4.16)

where τ0 is the transit time and α is the stiffness. The nominal values provided

in [45] are τ0 = 0.98s and 1
α

= 3.03.

The final BOLD signal (s) is determined by the normalized venous volume

(v), normalized total deoxyhemoglobin voxel content q and resting net oxygen

extraction fraction by the capillary bed (E0),1530

s(t) = V0(k1(1 − q(t)) + k2(1 −
q(t)
v(t)

) + k3(1 − v(t))) (4.17)

k1 = 7E0 (4.18)

k2 = 2 (4.19)

k3 = 2E0 − 0.2, (4.20)
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where V0 is the resting blood volume fraction. The nominal values are E0 = 0.34

and V0 = 0.02. The initial conditions for the above four variables are d fin
dt |t=0 = 0,

fin(0) = 0, v(0) = 0 and q(0) = 0.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.1: Signals generated from each of the four models.
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CHAPTER 51535

COMPUTATION OF REAL BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR THE 3-D

ROTATIONAL POLYHEDRAL GROUPS T , O, AND I

5.1 Introduction

3-D rotational symmetry under a finite group G of rotations arises in sev-

eral situations such as quasi-crystals, fullerenes, and viruses. One method1540

for representing such objects is an orthonormal expansion in basis functions

where each basis function has a specific behavior under the operations of G.

If the object is invariant under the operations of G, then each basis function

should transform according to the identity irreducible representation (irrep)

of G (“invariant basis”) and such basis functions have been extensively stud-1545

ied [40, 89, 5, 84, 25, 37, 57, 64, 69, 75, 27, 103, 145, 38]. In more complicated

situations, the object is not invariant under the operations of G and a larger

set of basis functions is needed, specifically, a set that includes functions that

transform according to each of the irreps of G (“all irreps basis”) and such ba-

sis functions have also been studied [25, 89, 27, 103]. Our motivating problem,1550

a structural biology problem described in Section 2, is an example of the more

complicated situation. We provide a practical computational algorithm for a set

of basis functions with the following properties:

1. Each function in the basis is a linear combination of spherical harmonics1

of a fixed degree l.1555

1Throughout this paper, spherical harmonics are denoted by Yl,m(θ, φ) where the degree l
satisfies l ∈ {0, 1, . . . }, the order m satisfies m ∈ {−l, . . . , l} and (θ, φ) are the angles of spherical
coordinates with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π [92, Section 14.30, pp. 378–379].
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2. Each function in the basis is real-valued.

3. The basis functions are orthonormal.

4. Under the rotations of a finite symmetry group, each function in the basis

transforms according to one row of the corresponding irreducible repre-

sentation (irrep) matrices.1560

Because our structural biology problem includes the structure of viruses, which

often exhibit the symmetry of a Platonic solid [29], we focus on the three ro-

tational polyhedral groups, the tetrahedral T , octahedral O, and icosahedral I

groups. In the cases of the octahedral and icosahedral groups, it is possible to

find a set of basis functions which is complete in the space of square-integrable1565

functions on the surface of the sphere and which satisfies Properties 1–4. How-

ever, in the case of the tetrahedral group, it is not possible to find a set of basis

functions that is both complete and which satisfies Properties 1–4 (Section 5.4)

and one way in which to achieve completeness is to added additional complex-

valued functions which is an undesirable situation for our structural biology1570

application (Section 5.2). The finite subgroups of S O3 are T , O, I, the cyclic

groups Cn, and the dihedral groups Dn [8, Theorem 19.2, p. 105]. The T , O, and

I basis functions can naturally and efficiently be computed in spherical coordi-

nates with spherical harmonics and that is the focus of this paper. It is likely that

the Cn basis functions, and possibly the Dn basis functions, are more naturally1575

and efficiently computed in cylindrical coordinates with cylindrical harmonics

and for that reason also they are not discussed.

In the majority of existing literature, basis functions of a symmetry group

have been generated as a linear combination of spherical harmonics of a sin-

gle degree [5, 6, 7, 88, 99, 89, 40, 145, 147], because of the importance of ro-1580
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tations and the relative simplicity of rotating spherical harmonics. Spherical

harmonics have been widely applied in structural biology, e.g., the fast rotation

function [30]. Other work express the basis functions of a rotational polyhe-

dral group as multipole expansions in rectangular coordinates [65, 56]. Previous

work uses a variety of techniques and often has a restriction on the value l of the1585

spherical harmonics [5, 6, 7, 88, 99, 25, 89, 27, 103]. For instance, Refs. [5, 6, 7]

consider a range of point groups and use the techniques of projection operators

and Wigner D transformations to compute basis functions up to degree l = 12,

while Ref. [25] uses similar techniques restricted to the icosahedral group to

provide basis functions up to degree l = 15. Refs. [88, 99] use the method of1590

representation transformation to compute the invariant basis functions of the

cubic group up to degree l = 30; the work of Ref. [89] extends this computation

to all irreps basis functions. Refs. [27, 103] propose a method for deriving all ir-

reps basis functions of the cubic and the icosahedral groups for a specific degree

l. However, for computation which needs all irreps basis functions for a large1595

range of l values (e.g., from 1 to 55), the one-by-one derivation is cumbersome.

Later work [40, 145, 147] release this restriction on the degree l and allow for

the computation of the invariant basis functions of any rotational polyhedral

group. However, the recursions in [145, 147] appear to be unstable in computa-

tional experiments.1600

In this paper we derive an algorithm for efficiently computing the all irreps

basis functions for the tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral groups for arbi-

trary value of l. The algorithm is not recursive, so stability is not an issue, and

the most burdensome calculation in the algorithm is to determine the eigenvec-

tors of a real symmetric matrix that is of dimension 2dp where dp is the dimen-1605

sion of the pth irrep which, for the groups we consider, is no larger than 5. To
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compute functions satisfying Properties 1–4, we determine real-valued general-

ized projection operators [28, p. 93] and apply them to real-valued spherical har-

monics (Section 5.4). To determine real-valued generalized projection operators,

we first determine real-valued irrep matrices. Standard approaches exist, e.g.,1610

Young diagrams [46]. However, taking advantage of existing complex-valued

irrep matrices [9, 80], we derive an algorithm to find a similarity matrix that

transforms the potentially-real complex-valued irrep matrices to real-valued ir-

rep matrices (Section 5.3). We also demonstrate that functions satisfying Prop-

erties 1–4 exist if and only if real-valued irrep matrices exist (Section 5.5) and1615

provide numerical examples (Section 5.6).

The following notation is used throughout the paper. Let M be a matrix.

Then M∗ is the complex conjugate of M, MT is the transpose of M, and MH

is the Hermitian transpose of M, i.e., (MT )∗. In ∈ R
n×n is the identity matrix.

< and = are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of their arguments.1620

“Representation” and “Irreducible representation” are abbreviated by “rep”

and “irrep”, respectively. For 3-D vectors, x = ‖x‖2 and x/x is shorthand for

the (θ, φ) angles in the spherical coordinate system. Integration of a function

f : R3 → C over the surface of the sphere in R3 is denoted by
∫

f (x)dΩ meaning∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
f (x, θ, φ) sin θdθdφ. The Kronecker delta function is denoted by δi, j and1625

has value 1 if i = j and value 0 otherwise.

5.2 Motivation

Single-particle cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM) [11, 24, 23] provides essen-

tially a noisy 2-D projection in an unknown direction of the 3-D electron scatter-
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ing intensity of a 101–102 nm biological object such as a ribosome or a virus. For1630

studies with high spatial resolution, only one image is taken of each instance

of the object because the electron beam rapidly damages the object. There are

multiple software systems, e.g., Refs. [42, 81, 112], for computing a 3-D recon-

struction of the object from sets of images of different instances of the object

and these systems include the possibility that the instances come from a small1635

set of classes where all instances within one class are identical (discrete het-

erogeneity). Not only may there be multiple classes of heterogeneity, but each

instance within a class may vary due to, for example, flexibility (continuous

heterogeneity). By describing the electron scattering intensity by a real-valued

Fourier series with coefficients which are random variables and solving a maxi-1640

mum likelihood estimation problem for the mean vector and covariance matrix

of the coefficients, we have a theory [148] and several examples [133, 124, 51]

demonstrating the ability to characterize the continuous heterogeneity.

Symmetry is sometimes an important feature of a biological object. An im-

portant example for viruses is icosahedral symmetry [20]. If all instances are1645

identical or if all instances within each class are identical (discrete heterogene-

ity), it is natural to impose the symmetry on the electron scattering intensity of

the object. However, if each instance in the class is different (continuous het-

erogeneity) it is more natural to impose the symmetry on the statistics of the

electron scattering intensity rather than imposing the symmetry on the electron1650

scattering intensity itself [148, Eqs. 55–56]. A sufficient method to achieve sym-

metric statistics in the case of icosahedral symmetry is to use basis functions in

the Fourier series such that each basis function has icosahedral symmetry. Such

basis functions are known [147] and were used in the examples [133, 124, 51]

referred to above. However, this is not a necessary and sufficient approach to1655
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achieving symmetric statistics. In particular, using basis functions where each

function has the symmetry implies that each instance of the object has the sym-

metry while it is more natural to assume that the instances lack the symmetry

and the symmetry only appears in the expectations that lead to the statistics.

This requires constraints on the mean and covariance of the coefficients and the1660

constraints are simplest if each basis function transforms under rotations of the

group as some row of some irreducible representation of the group (Eq. 5.7) and

if all of the basis functions are real valued (Eq. 5.9) [137] and these two goals

are the primary topic of this paper. Using harmonic functions (Eq. 5.8) helps

characterize the spatial resolution of the estimated electron scattering intensity1665

and leads to simple formulas for both the electron scattering intensity and the

3-D Fourier transform of the electron scattering intensity. Using orthonormal

functions (Eq. 5.10) improves the numerical properties of the inverse problem.

Our focus on real-valued basis functions comes from the fact that the elec-

tron scattering intensity is real valued and therefore, if the basis functions are1670

also real valued, then the coefficients can be real valued which simplifies the sta-

tistical estimation problem in two ways. Suppose c (a column vector containing

the coefficients) must be complex. The first complication is that it is necessary

to estimate both the expectation of ccT and of ccH. The second complication is

that it is necessary to account for constraints on the allowed values of c, much1675

like a 1-D Fourier series for a real-valued function that is periodic with period

T requires that the coefficients (denoted by cn) satisfy cn = c∗−n when the basis

functions for the Fourier series are exp(i(2π/T )nt). Our focus on real-valued ba-

sis functions which allow real-valued coefficients permits us to avoid both of

these complications for the important case of the icosahedral group.1680
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5.3 Computation of real irrep matrices

Starting from a set of matrices that make up a complex-valued unitary irrep, the

goal of this section is to compute, if possible, a similarity transformation such

that the similarity transformation applied to the known complex-valued unitary

irrep is a real-valued orthonormal irrep. The question of existence is answered1685

by the Frobenious-Schur theory [28, p. 129, Theorem III] as follows. Let Γ
p
C(g)

(g ∈ G) be the known matrices. Compute the Frobenious-Schur indicator, de-

noted by χ, which is defined by χ({Γp
c (g)}g∈G) = (1/Ng)

∑
g∈G tr[Γp

c (g)] where Ng is

the number of elements in G. The value of χ is 1, 0, or -1 with the following

implications. If χ = 1 then the irrep is potentially real meaning that there ex-1690

ists a unitary matrix, that is denoted by S p, such that (S p)HΓp(g)S p is real for all

g ∈ G. If χ = 0 then the irrep is pseudo real meaning that there exists a unitary

matrix, that is denoted by T p, such that (Γp(g))∗ = (T p)HΓp(g)T p for all g ∈ G

but no similarity transformation exists that makes the irrep real as occurs when

χ = 1. If χ = −1 then the irrep is essentially complex meaning that there is no1695

similarity transformation that relates Γp and (Γp)∗. The remainder of this section

applies only to potentially real irreps. Because any set of matrices that make

up a real-valued orthonormal irrep is satisfactory for the purposes of this paper,

the question of uniqueness does not arise. In the remainder of the section, we

describe a three-step algorithm to compute such a unitary matrix S p ∈ Cdp×dp for1700

the case of potentially real irreps:

1. For any such unitary matrix S p, show that the complex irrep Γ
p
c is similar

to its complex conjugate (Γp
c )? with the similarity transformation S p(S p)T .

2. Find a matrix Cp, which is an explicit function of Γ
p
c , and is a similarity
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matrix relating the two sets of matrices Γ
p
c and (Γp

c )?.1705

3. Factor Cp to compute a particular S p.

Step 1 is achieved by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Suppose that Γ
p
c (g) (g ∈ G) are complex unitary irrep matrices for the pth

rep of the group G which is potentially real. Let S p ∈ Cdp×dp denote a unitary matrix.

The following two statements are equivalent:1710

For all g ∈ G, Γp
r (g) = (S p)HΓp

c (g)S p such that Γ
p
r (g) ∈ Rdp×dp . (5.1)

For all g ∈ G, [S p(S p)T ]−1Γp
c (g)[S p(S p)T ] = (Γp

c (g))∗. (5.2)

Please see Appendix A.1 for the proof.

Step 2 computes a non-unitary symmetric matrix (Z p) (Lemma 2), which is

then normalized (Cp) to be unitary (Corollary 1).

Lemma 2. Suppose that Γ
p
c (g) (g ∈ G) are complex unitary irrep matrices for the pth1715

rep of the group G which is potentially real. Let Ap ∈ Cdp×dp be a nonsingular transpose-

symmetric matrix (i.e., (Ap)T = Ap) and Zp be defined by Eq. 5.3, specifically,

Z p =
1

Ng

∑
g∈G

Γp
c (g)Ap((Γp

c (g))∗)−1. (5.3)

If Zp is nonzero, then Z p has the following properties:

1. (Z p)T = Z p.

2. (Z p)∗Z p = cZ Idp where cZ ∈ R
+.1720

3. For all g ∈ G, (Γp
c (g))∗ = (Zp)∗Γp

c (g)Z p.
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Please see Appendix A.1 for the proof.

It is important to find a matrix Ap such that the matrix Z p is nonzero. For the

three rotational polyhedral groups that we consider in this paper, this issue is

discussed in Section 5.6.1.1725

Corollary 1. Define Cp by

Cp = Z p/
√

cZ. (5.4)

Then Cp has the following properties:

1. (Cp)T = Cp.

2. (Cp)∗Cp = Idp .

3. For all g ∈ G, (Γp
c (g))∗ = (Cp)∗Γp

c (g)Cp .1730

The matrix S p in the definition of potentially real is not unique. Comparing

Property 3 of Corollary 1 and Eq. 5.2, S p can be restricted to satisfy

Cp = S p(S p)T (5.5)

noting, however, that even with this restriction, S p is still not unique. Because

Lemma 1 is “if and only if”, any unitary matrix S p that satisfies Eq. 5.5 is a sat-

isfactory similarity matrix. The existence of the unitary factorization described1735

by Eq. 5.5 is guaranteed by the Takagi Factorization (Ref. [59, Corollary 4.4.6,

p. 207]).

Step 3 is to perform the factorization of Cp and a general algorithm is pro-

vided by Lemma 3 which is based on the relationship between the coneigenvec-

tors of a unitary symmetric matrix Q and the eigenvectors of its real representa-1740

tion matrix B, which is defined by B =
[ <Q =Q

=Q −<Q

]
∈ R2n×2n.
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Lemma 3. Let Q ∈ Cn×n be a unitary symmetric matrix, i.e., QT = Q and QQ∗ = In.

Let B ∈ R2n×2n be the real representation of Q, i.e., B =
[<Q =Q
=Q −<Q

]
∈ R2n×2n. Then, the

following properties hold:

1. B is nonsingular and has 2n real eigenvalues and 2n orthonormal eigenvectors.1745

2. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of B are in pairs, specifically,

B
[ x
−y

]
= λ

[ x
−y

]
if and only if B [ y

x ] = −λ [ y
x ] .

3. Let
[ x1
−y1

]
, . . . ,

[ xn
−yn

]
be the orthonormal eigenvectors of B associated with n posi-

tive eigenvalues of λ1, . . . , λn. (Since B is nonsingular, there are no zero eigenval-

ues.) Then x1 − iy1, . . . , xn − iyn are the set of orthonormal coneigenvectors of Q

associated with the n coneigenvalues of +λk, i.e., Q(xk − iyk)∗ = λk(xk − iyk) for1750

k = 1, ..., n.

4. λ1 = · · · = λn = 1.

5. Define uk = xk − iyk and U = [u1, . . . , un] ∈ Cn×n. Then U is unitary.

6. Q = UUT .

Please see Appendix A.1 for the proof.1755

Applying Lemma 3 to Cp results in a particular matrix S p which is the U

matrix of Property 5. The complete algorithm is summarized in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. A unitary matrix, S p ∈ Cdp×dp , which is a similarity transformation be-

tween the provided potentially-real complex unitary irrep and a real orthonormal irrep,

can be computed by the following steps:1760

1. Compute Z p by Eq. 5.3.
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2. Compute cZ by Lemma 2 Property 3 and compute Cp by Eq. 5.4.

3. Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of

Bp =

 <Cp =Cp

=Cp −<Cp

 ∈ R2dp×2dp . (5.6)

4. Form the matrix V p ∈ R2dp×dp whose columns are the dp eigenvectors of Bp that

have positive eigenvalues.1765

5. Then S p = [Idp , iIdp]V
p.

5.4 Computation of real basis functions

In this section, formulas corresponding to the four goals in Section 5.1 are stated

in Eqs. 5.8–5.11 and the computation of basis functions satisfying these formulas

is then described. The mathematical goal corresponding to Item 4 in Section 5.11770

requires the the following definition:

Definition 1. ([28, Eq. 1.26, p. 20]) A basis function that transforms as the nth row

(n ∈ {1, . . . , dp}) of the pth rep (p ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep}) of the finite group G, denoted by

Fp,n ∈ C, is a function such that

Fp,n(R−1
g x/x) =

dp∑
m=1

(Γp(g))m,nFp,m(x/x) for all g ∈ G, (5.7)

where Rg ∈ R
3×3 is the 3-D rotation matrix corresponding to g ∈ G and Γp(g)g∈G are the1775

unitary irrep matrices of the pth rep.

The basis functions which satisfy the four goals in Section 5.1 have four in-

dices: which irreducible representation (p), which subspace defined by spheri-

cal harmonics of fixed order l (l), which vector (n), and which component of the
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vector ( j). Let Fp,l,n, j be a basis function that transforms as the jth row of the1780

irrep matrices and Fp,l,n = (Fp,l,n, j=1, . . . , Fp,l,n, j=dp)
T . Let Yl,m(θ, φ) be the spherical

harmonic of degree l and order m [92, Section 14.30, pp. 378–379]. Then the goals

are to obtain a set of functions such that

Fp,l,n, j(θ, φ) =

+l∑
m=−l

cp,l,n, j,mYl,m(θ, φ) (5.8)

Fp,l,n, j(θ, φ) ∈ R (5.9)

δp,p′δl,l′δn,n′δ j, j′ =

∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ π

θ=0
Fp,l,n, j(θ, φ)Fp′,l′,n′, j′(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ (5.10)

Fp,l,n(R−1
g x/x) = (Γp(g))T Fp,l,n(x/x). (5.11)

The computation is performed by the projection method of Ref. [28, p. 94] in

which various projection operators (Definition 2) are applied to each function1785

of a complete basis for the space of interest. When the various projection op-

erators are defined using real-valued orthonormal irrep matrices (as computed

in Section 5.3) and are applied to a real-valued complete orthonormal basis in

the subspace spanned by spherical harmonics of degree l (which has dimension

2l + 1) then the resulting basis for the same subspace is real-valued, complete,1790

and orthonormal [28, Theorems I and II, pp. 92-93] 2.

The remainder of this section has the following organization. First, the pro-

jection operators are defined (Definition 2). Second, the initial basis in the sub-

space is described. Third, the results of applying the projection operators to the

basis functions are described in terms of individual functions (Lemma 4) and in1795

terms of sparse matrices of order (2l + 1) × (2l + 1). Fourth, normalization is dis-

cussed (Eq. 5.22). Fifth, too many basis functions are computed by this process,

i.e., more than 2l+1, so Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization is used to extract a sub-

set containing 2l + 1. Finally, sixth, comments are made on the non-uniqueness
2Similar result is proven for Lemma 6 in Appendix A.1.
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of the final basis.1800

Definition 2. The projection operators Pp
j,k are defined by [28, Eq. 5.2, p. 93]

P
p
j,k =

dp

Ng

∑
g∈G

(Γp(g))∗j,kP(g) (5.12)

where Γp(g) ∈ Cdp×dp for all g ∈ G are the irrep matrices and P(g) is the abstract rotation

operator, specifically,

P(g) f (x) = f (R−1
g x) (5.13)

where Rg ∈ R
3×3 with R−1

g = RT
g and det Rg = +1 is the rotation matrix corresponding to

g ∈ G. When P(g) is applied to a vector-valued function, it operates on each component1805

of the vector.

The projection operator is applied to a set of basis functions. One natural

choice is the set of spherical harmonics [92, Eq. 14.30.1, p. 378] (denoted by

Yl,m(θ, φ), where the arguments will routinely be suppressed) because Yl,m have

simple rotational properties. However, except for Yl,m=0, spherical harmonics1810

are complex valued. Older literature [87, Eq. 10.3.25, p. 1264] used real-valued

definitions, e.g.,

Y̌l,m(θ, φ) =


√

2=Yl,m(θ, φ), m < 0

Yl,0(θ, φ), m = 0
√

2<Yl,m(θ, φ), m > 0

, (5.14)

which retain simple rotational properties. We will derive basis functions that

satisfy the four goals of Section 5.1 in terms of Y̌l,m, because they are real-valued,

but also describe our results in terms of Yl,m, because much standard software1815

is available. Both Yl,m and Y̌l,m are orthonormal systems of functions. The Yl,m

functions have the symmetry property Yl,−m(θ, φ) = (−1)mY∗l,m(θ, φ) [92, Eq. 14.30.6,

p. 378] and the rotational property

P(R)Yl,m(θ, φ) =

+l∑
m′=−l

Dl,m,m′(R)Yl,m′(θ, φ) (5.15)
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where (1) R is a rotation matrix (R ∈ R3×3 with R−1 = RT and det R = +1),

(2) Dl,m,m′(R) are the Wigner D coefficients [106, Eq. 4.8, p. 52], and (3) P(R) is1820

the rotation operator P(R) f (x) = f (R−1x).

Standard computations based on the properties described in the previous

paragraph result in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. Suppose that the pth rep of a group G is potentially real with the real-valued

orthogonal irrep matrices Γ
p
r (g) ∈ Rdp×dp for all g ∈ G. Then, the projection operation1825

on real spherical harmonics Y̌l,m for m ∈ {−l, . . . , l} and l ∈ N can be determined by

P
p
j,kY̌l,m(θ, φ) =

+l∑
m′=−l

Ď
p
j,k;l,m;m′Y̌l,m′(θ, φ) (5.16)

=

+l∑
m′=−l

D̂
p
j,k;l,m;m′Yl,m′(θ, φ) (5.17)

where

Ď
p
j,k;l,m;m′ =

dp

Ng

∑
g∈G

(Γp
r (g)) j,kĎl,m,m′(Rg), (5.18)

D̂
p
j,k;l,m;m′ =

dp

Ng

∑
g∈G

(Γp
r (g)) j,kD̂l,m,m′(Rg), (5.19)

D̂l,m,m′ =


− i
√

2

(
Dl,m,m′ − (−1)mDl,−m,m′

)
, m < 0

Dl,0,m′ , m = 0

1
√

2

(
Dl,m,m′ + (−1)mDl,−m,m′

)
, m > 0

, (5.20)
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and

Ďl,m,m′

=



1
2

[
Dl,m,m′ − (−1)mDl,−m,m′ − (−1)m′Dl,m,−m′ + (−1)m+m′Dl,−m,−m′

]
, m < 0,m′ < 0

− i
√

2

[
Dl,m,0 − (−1)mDl,−m,0

]
, m < 0,m′ = 0

− i
2

[
Dl,m,m′ − (−1)mDl,−m,m′ + (−1)m′Dl,m,−m′ − (−1)m+m′Dl,−m,−m′

]
, m < 0,m′ > 0

i
√

2

[
Dl,0,m′ − (−1)m′Dl,0,−m′

]
, m = 0,m′ < 0

Dl,0,0, m = 0,m′ = 0

1
√

2

[
Dl,0,m′ + (−1)m′Dl,0,−m′

]
, m = 0,m′ > 0

i
2

[
Dl,m,m′ + (−1)mDl,−m,m′ − (−1)m′Dl,m,−m′ − (−1)m+m′Dl,−m,−m′

]
, m > 0,m′ < 0

1
√

2

[
Dl,m,0 + (−1)mDl,−m,0

]
, m > 0,m′ = 0

1
2

[
Dl,m,m′ + (−1)mDl,−m,m′ + (−1)m′Dl,m,−m′ + (−1)m+m′Dl,−m,−m′

]
, m > 0,m′ > 0

.

(5.21)

An alternative view of Lemma 4 is described in this paragraph. Define

the vectors Yl = (Yl,−l, . . . ,Yl,+l)T ∈ C2l+1 and Y̌l = (Y̌l,−l, . . . , Y̌l,+l)T ∈ R2l+1.1830

There exists a unitary matrix Ul ∈ C
(2l+1)×(2l+1) such that Y̌l(θ, φ) = UH

l Yl(θ, φ)

where Ul has at most two non-zero entries in any row or any column. The

Wigner D coefficients can be grouped into a matrix Dl(R) ∈ C(2l+1)×(2l+1) such that

P(R)Yl(θ, φ) = Dl(R)Yl(θ, φ) where Dl(R) is typically a full matrix. In terms of these

two matrices, (1) P(R)Y̌l(θ, φ) = D̂l(R)Yl(θ, φ) where D̂l(R) ∈ C(2l+1)×(2l+1) is defined1835

by D̂l(R) = UH
l Dl(R) and (2) P(R)Y̌l(θ, φ) = Ďl(R)Y̌l(θ, φ) where Ďl(R) ∈ C(2l+1)×(2l+1)

is defined by Ďl(R) = UH
l Dl(R)Ul. The matrix equations D̂l(R) = UH

l Dl(R) and

Ďl(R) = UH
l Dl(R)Ul are equivalent to Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21, respectively, but Eqs. 5.20

and 5.21 are less expensive to compute because of the sparseness of Ul.

A vector of dp normalized real basis functions, denoted by Cp
k,l,m(θ, φ) ∈ Rdp

and expressed in terms of Yl,m (not Y̌l,m), can be computed from Lemma 4
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(Eq. 5.17) as follows [28, p. 94],

C
p
k,l,m(θ, φ) =

1
ĉp

k,l,m

[ Pp
1,kYl,m(θ,φ)

...
P

p
dp ,k

Yl,m(θ,φ)

]
= D̂

p
l,mYl(θ, φ), (5.22)

where (D̂
p
l,m) j,m′ = D̂

p
j,k,l,m,m′/ĉ

p
k,l,m for j ∈ {1, . . . , dp}, m′ ∈ {−l, . . . , l}, and ĉp

k,l,m =1840 √∑l
m′=−l |D̂

p
k,k,l,m,m′ |

2 all for some k ∈ {1, . . . , dp} such that ĉp
k,l,m > 0.

Note that this procedure computes 2l + 1 coefficient matrices by varying m

through the set {−l, . . . ,+l}, so that a total of (2l + 1)dp basis functions are com-

puted, which is more than is necessary for a basis since the subspace of square-

integrable functions on the surface of the sphere where the subspace is defined1845

by degree l ∈ N is spanned by (2l + 1) basis functions. Through Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization, the set of coefficient matrices, D̂
p
l,m for m ∈ {−l, . . . , l}, shrinks

to a smaller set of coefficient matrices, Ĥ
p
l,n for n ∈ {1, . . . ,Np;l < 2l + 1}. The value

of Np;l ∈ N is determined by this process. Replacing Yl,m (Yl) by Y̌l,m (Y̌l) and using

Lemma 4 (Eq. 5.16) instead of Lemma 4 (Eq. 5.17) leads via the same ideas to1850

a set of real orthonormal coefficient matrices {Ȟ
p
l,n}

Np;l

n=1. Finally, two expressions

for the vector of dp orthonormal real basis functions, Fp,l,n(θ, φ), are

Fp,l,n(θ, φ) = Ȟ
p
l,nY̌l(θ, φ) or Ĥ

p
l,nYl(θ, φ), for n ∈ {1, . . . ,Np;l} (5.23)

which differ in whether real- or complex-valued spherical harmonics are used.

Note that the basis is not unique. In the approach of this paper, the

nonuniqueness enters in several places, e.g., in the choice of Ap (Eq. 5.3), in the1855

definition of the eigenvectors and the order of the loading of the eigenvectors

into the matrix U (both Lemma 3), and in the creation of an orthonormal family

of basis functions in the subspace of dimension 2l + 1 which is spanned by the

2l + 1 spherical harmonics of degree l.
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5.5 Real basis functions generate and require real irreps1860

The one result in this section, Lemma 5, states that a real-valued set of orthonor-

mal basis functions of the pth irrep of the finite group exists if and only if a real

irrep exists, independent of whether the basis functions are expressed as linear

combinations of spherical harmonics of fixed degree l.

Lemma 5. Real-valued orthonormal basis functions of the pth irrep of the finite group1865

G exist if and only if the pth irrep of G is potentially real.

Proof. Real-valued functions imply real-valued irreps: Let Fp,ζ(x/x) for ζ ∈

{1, . . . ,Nζ} be a vector of dp real-valued orthonormal basis functions where the

jth component is the basis function that transforms according to the jth row of

the pth irrep matrices of G. Therefore, Eq. 5.11 (the vector form of Eq. 5.7 in1870

Definition 1) is

P(g)Fp,ζ(x/x) = Fp,ζ(R−1
g x/x) = (Γp(g))T Fp,ζ(x/x). (5.24)

Define Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ ∈ R
dp×dp by

Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ =

∫ [
P(g)Fp,ζ(x/x)

] [
P(g)Fp′,ζ′(x/x)

]T
dΩ. (5.25)

Evaluate Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ twice. In the first evaluation,

Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ =

∫
Fp,ζ(x/x)

[
Fp′,ζ′(x/x)

]T
dΩ = Idpδp,p′δζ,ζ′ , (5.26)

where the first equality is due to rotation the coordinate system by Rg, and the

second equality is due to the fact that the {Fp,ζ} are orthonormal.1875

In the second evaluation, use Eq. 5.24, rearrange, and use the orthonormality
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of {Fp,ζ} to get

Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ =

∫
(Γp(g))T Fp,ζ(x/x)

[
(Γp′(g))T Fp′;ζ′(x/x)

]T
dΩ (5.27)

= (Γp(g))T

[∫
Fp,ζ(x/x)

[
Fp′,ζ′(x/x)

]T
dΩ

]
Γp′(g) (5.28)

= (Γp(g))T
[
Idpδp,p′δζ,ζ′

]
Γp′(g) (5.29)

= (Γp(g))T Γp′(g)δp,p′δζ,ζ′ . (5.30)

Equating the two expressions for Jp;p′

ζ;ζ′ gives

(Γp(g))T Γp(g) = Idp . (5.31)

Since Γp(g) is unitary, multiplying on the right by (Γp(g))H implies that (Γp(g))T =

(Γp(g))H so that Γp(g) is real.1880

Real-valued irreps imply real-valued functions: This follows from Lemma 4

and Eqs. 5.22–5.23. �

5.6 Application to the rotational polyhedral groups

In this section, the theory of this paper is applied to the three rotational polyhe-

dral groups, which are the tetrahedral T , octahedral O, and icosahedral I groups.1885

Properties of each group and the parameter values which select a specific basis

are described in Section 5.6.1 and the numerical results are presented in Sec-

tion 5.6.2.
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5.6.1 Irreps and rotation matrices of rotational polyhedral

groups1890

Unitary complex-valued irrep matrices for the tetrahedral and octahedral

groups are available at the Bilbao Crystallographic Server [9, 2, 1]. Unitary

complex-valued irrep matrices for the icosahedral group are provided by [80].

The Frobenious-Schur indicator (Section 5.3) implies that all reps of the octahe-

dral and the icosahedral groups are potentially real. Similarly, the tetrahedral1895

group has irreps A and T that are potentially real and irreps 1E and 2E that are

essentially complex. In the reminder of the paper, we refer to the tetrahedral ir-

reps A, 1E, 2E and T as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th irreps, respectively, and refer to

the octahedral irreps A1, A2, E, T1 and T2 as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th irreps,

respectively. The basic properties of the groups are tabulated in Table 5.1.

Symmetry Groups Ng Nrep dp potentially real reps
Tetrahedral 12 4 {1, 1, 1, 3} 1,4
Octahedral 24 5 {1, 1, 2, 3, 3} 1,2,3,4,5
Icosahedral 60 5 {1, 3, 3, 4, 5} 1,2,3,4,5

Table 5.1: Basic properties of the rotational polyhedral groups: the group
orders (Ng), the number of reps (Nrep), the dimension of the pth
irrep (dp for p ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep}), and the potentially real reps of each
group.

1900

For each symmetry operation, a rotation matrix (Rg ∈ R
3×3 for g ∈ G which

satisfies RT
g = R−1

g , det Rg = +1) is needed. The set of rotation matrices defines the

relationship between the symmetries and the coordinate system. Any orthonor-

mal real-valued irrep with dp = 3 can serve as such a set of rotation matrices. For

the tetrahedral and octahedral groups, rotation matrices are available at the Bil-1905
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bao Crystallographic Server [9, 2, 1] although the matrices must be re-ordered

in order to match the multiplication tables of the irrep matrices and, after re-

ordering, they are the 4th irrep of the tetrahedral group and the 4th irrep of the

octahedral group. For the icosahedral group, we desire to use the coordinate

system in which the z-axis passes through two opposite vertices of the icosahe-1910

dron and the xz plane includes one edge of the icosahedron [75, 5, 147]. Rota-

tion matrices in this coordinate system are available [144] although the matrices

must be reordered to match the multiplication table of the irrep matrices [80].

The reordering and the similarity matrix to match the rotation matrices to either

of the two dp = 3 sets of irrep matrices are given in Appendix A.2. The calcu-1915

lations described in this paper use the rotation matrices reordered to match the

multiplication table of the 2nd irrep.

For the particular irreps described above, it is necessary to give values for

the Ap matrices of Lemma 2. The identity matrix Idp satisfies the nonsingular and

transpose symmetric hypotheses of Lemma 2. However, for the p = 4 irrep of1920

the icosahedral group for which d4 = 4, I4 leads to Z4 = 0 by direct computation.

It was not difficult to find a choice for Ap such that all potentially-real irreps

of the tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral groups have nonzero Zp. For

instance, the choice of an “exchange permutation” matrix [50, Section 1.2.11,

p. 20] for Ap, which is the anti-diagonal matrix with all ones on the anti-diagonal,1925

leads to Zp = Ap by direct computation. This choice for Ap was used in all

computations in this paper.
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5.6.2 Numerical results

For the tetrahedral group, the coefficient matrices Ĥ
p
l,n for degree l ∈ {1, . . . , 45},

p ∈ {1, 4} and n ∈ {1, ...,Np;l}, were computed. The total number of rows in the1930

coefficient matrices is Np=1;l + Np=4;l < 2l+1 for each l, which is in agreement with

the fact that only two of four irreps are potentially real and therefore only two

of four irreps are included in our calculation. The resulting basis functions have

been numerically verified to be real-valued and orthonormal.

For the octahedral and icosahedral cases, there are numerical checks that1935

can be performed on the basis functions because all irreps are potentially real.

Eq. 5.8 is achieved by construction. Eq. 5.9 is achieved by construction for Ĥ p
l,m

and by testing an array of (θ, φ) values for Ȟ p
l,m. Eq. 5.10 is verified by forming the

matrices Ȟ l = [(Ȟ
p=1
l,1 )T , . . . , (Ȟ

p=Np;l

l,Np;l
)T , . . . , (Ȟ

p=Nrep

l,1 )T , . . . , (Ȟ
p=Nrep

l,Np;l
)T ]T and Ĥ l =

[(Ĥ
p=1
l,1 )T , . . . , (Ĥ

p=Np;l

l,Np;l
)T , . . . , (Ĥ

p=Nrep

l,1 )T , . . . , (Ĥ
p=Nrep

l,Np;l
)T ]T and verifying that each is1940

of dimension (2l + 1) × (2l + 1), which verifies that the correct number of basis

functions have been found (
∑Nrep

p=1 dpN p
l = 2l + 1), and verifying that Ȟ l (Ĥ l) is

orthonormal (unitary) which verifies that the basis functions are orthonormal.

Eq. 5.11 is verified by testing an array of (θ, φ) values. The verifications were

carried out for l ∈ {0, . . . , 45}.1945

Example basis functions are shown in Figure 6.2 by visualization of the func-

tion

ξp,l,n, j(x) =


1, x ≤ κ1 + κ2Fp,l,n, j(x/x)

0, otherwise
(5.32)

where κ1 and κ2 are chosen so that 0.5 ≤ κ1 + κ2Ip,l,n, j(x/x) ≤ 1.

Please contact the corresponding author for software.
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T1;4,1,1 T4;4,1,1

(a) Tetrahedral basis functions Tp,l,n, j

O1;6,1,1 O2;6,1,1 O3;6,1,2 O4;6,1,1 O5;6,1,1

(b) Octahedral basis functions Op,l,n, j

I1;10,1,1 I2;10,1,1 I3;10,1,1 I4;10,1,1 I5;10,1,1

(c) Icosahedral basis functions Ip,l,n, j

Figure 5.1: Examples of the real basis functions of the three polyhedral
groups. The surfaces of 3-D objects defined by Eq. 5.32 are vi-
sualized by UCSF Chimera [95] where the color indicates the
distance from the center of the object.

5.7 Conclusion1950

Motivated by cryo electron microscopy problems in structural biology, this pa-

per presents a method for computing real-valued basis functions which trans-

form as the various rows and irreducible representations of a rotational poly-

hedral group. The method has two steps: (1) compute real-valued orthonormal

irreducible representation matrices (Section 5.3) and (2) use the matrices to de-1955

fine projection operators which are applied to a real-valued basis for the desired

function space (Section 5.4). The method is applied to the icosahedral, octahe-
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dral, and tetrahedral groups where the second step is performed in spherical co-

ordinates using the spherical harmonics basis. The most burdensome part of the

calculation for the first step is the solution of a real symmetric eigenvector prob-1960

lem of dimension equal to twice the dimension of the irreducible representation

matrices. For these three groups, the largest matrix is of dimension 5 so the cal-

culations are straightforward. Of the remaining rotational polyhedral groups,

basis functions for the cyclic groups are more naturally described in cylindrical

coordinates using the complex exponential basis and possibly the same is true1965

for the dihedral groups and so the calculations for the second step would be

quite different from those described in this paper. However, the calculations

in the first step, which apply to any potentially real irreducible representation,

would remain relevant.

The resulting basis functions are described by linear combinations of spher-1970

ical harmonics and a Mathematica program to compute the coefficients of the

linear combination and a Matlab program to evaluate the resulting basis func-

tions have been written and are available from the authors upon request.
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CHAPTER 6

3D RECONSTRUCTION OF HETEROGENEOUS VIRUS PARTICLES1975

WITH GEOMETRIC SYMMETRY ON STATISTICS

6.1 Introduction

In virology, discovering the structure of virus particles has been important. The

virus particle has a shell of protein, called a “capsid”, which surrounds a cav-

ity containing the viral genome. Typical sizes and molecular weights of the1980

virus particles are 102–103Å and 10 MDa (10 megadaltons). The capsid is con-

structed of many repetitions of the same peptide molecule in geometric arrays.

The geometry of these spherical viruses is important to their life cycles. Cryo

electron microscopy (cryo EM), which has become an important technique for

determining the geometry of a particle, leads to 3-D image reconstruction prob-1985

lems for these biological nano-machines Specifically, 103−106 virus particles are

flash frozen to cryogenic temperatures and imaged. Each image is basically a

highly-noisy (SNR < 0.1) 2-D projection of the 3-D electron scattering intensity

distribution of the particle. Only one such image can be taken per particle and

its projection orientation is unknown. Therefore, the information from many1990

such images is fused to compute a 3-D reconstruction [66].

In the maturation process, the virus particles can be grouped into a number

of discrete classes depending on their geometric forms, sizes, pH values, etc.

In [133, 148], a reconstruction approach was presented, which includes both

discrete classes and continuous variability of the particles within each class. The1995

existing cryo electron microscopy are able to experimentalize an ensemble of

virus particles within one class, which will be the objects to be discussed in the
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remainder of this paper.

In cryo-electron microscopy, the 3-D structure of each virus particle is de-

scribed by the 3-D electron scattering intensity function, denoted by ρ(·). The2000

capsid of a virus particle has been well known to obey certain geometric sym-

metry [13]. The basic and the most popular assumption of the virus particles

within one class [36, 142, 113, 77] is that each instance of the virus particle is

identical and exactly obeys the rotational symmetry. In particular,

ρ(x) = ρ0(x) with ρ0(x) = ρ0(M−1x), (6.1)

where M is the rotational matrix and x ∈ IR3 are real-space coordinates. We call2005

this assumption of “identical individuals”. The reconstruction algorithm based

on this rudimentary assumption is usually called the “homogeneous reconstruc-

tion with identical individuals” method (HRII). A sufficient assumption intro-

duced in [133, 148] is that instances are different from each other (for example,

due to the inherent flexibility of such a large molecular complex) but still each2010

instance exactly obeys the rotational symmetry. In particular,

ρ(x) = ρ(M−1x). (6.2)

In the remainder of this paper, this assumption is referred as the assump-

tion of “non-identical symmetrical individuals”, and the reconstruction algo-

rithm [133, 148] developed based on this assumption is named as the “hetero-

geneous reconstruction with symmetrical individuals” (HRSI).2015

In contrast to this previous work, this paper considers a more realistic and

sophisticated view: The different instances of the particle are different and it is

the statistics of the particle that obey the symmetry not the individual instances.

In particular, the mean and covariance of the 3-D structure of the virus parti-
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cle are invariant under the rotations. This idea is referred as the “symmetrical2020

statistics”.

ρ̄(M−1x) = ρ̄(x) and Cρ(M−1x,M−1x′) = Cρ(x, x′) (6.3)

where ρ̄(x) = IE[ρ(x)] and C(x, x′) = IE[ρ(x)ρ(x′)]. We call the new reconstruc-

tion algorithm as “heterogeneous reconstruction with symmetrical statistics”

(HRSS). Three possible structures described by each of the three assumptions

are demonstrated through an example of four fold symmetry in Fig. 6.1.2025

(a) Identical individuals (HRII)

(b) Non-identical symmetrical individuals (HRSI)

(c) Symmetrical statistics (HRSS)

Figure 6.1: Four fold symmetry particles based on the three different as-
sumptions and algorithms.

The largest class of plant and animal viruses is “spherical” viruses. The cap-

sid of spherical virus particles most common is icosahedral symmetry–the sym-

metry group of an icosahedron–which is invariant under a total of 60 rotational
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symmetry operations. In 3-D reality, the structure of a virus particle can be

expressed as a linear combination of basis functions where the weights in the2030

linear combination are Gaussian random variables [133, 148]. In particular,

ρ(x) =
∑
ζ

Fζ(x)cζ (6.4)

where Fζ(x) is the basis function, cζ is the weight, and x ∈ IR3 are real-space coor-
dinates. Because ρ(·) is real, it is convenient to have real-valued basis functions

and weights.

To describe the situations of both “identical individuals” and “non-identical2035

symmetrical individuals”, the complete set of symmetric basis functions of the

icosahedral group is sufficient. In the above rudimentary example of 2-D parti-

cles with four fold symmetry, these two situations (Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b)) can

be both described by the basis functions ei4nθhl(r), where hl(r) is spherical Bessel

functions for degree l ∈ N. However, to describe the situation in which particles2040

have asymmetric structures but symmetric statistics, a complete orthonormal

set of real-valued basis functions with specific rotational properties under the

operation of the icosahedral group is required (Section 6.2).

The maximum likelihood (ML) reconstruction algorithm can estimate the

mean vector and covariance matrix of the vector of weights cζ , which is a gen-2045

eralization of classical ML Gaussian mixture parameter estimation [104]. After

choosing appropriate basis functions, the estimates of the mean vector and co-

variance matrix need to be constrained in order to realize the two statistical sym-

metries as shown in Eq. 6.3 (Section 6.3). Taking the advantage of the existing

reconstruction algorithms, the HRSS algorithm, introduced in this paper, can be2050

developed by adding new basis functions and the additional constrains for the

the mean vector and covariance matrix of the weights to the existing HRSI al-
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gorithm (Section 6.4). The reconstruction results are demonstrated in constrast

to the previous algorithms in Sections 6.5. As a result, HRSS eliminates the

long-standing distortions in heterogeneity calculations associated with symme-2055

try axes. The whole chapter is concluded in Section 6.6.

6.2 Real-valued basis functions

Each real-valued basis function Fζ(x) is a product of an real-valued angular basis

function and a real-valued radial basis function. The real-valued angular basis

functions are complete orthonormal square integrable functions on the surface2060

of the sphere, which includes the symmetry properties of the particle. In partic-

ular, they are the complete set of real-valued basis functions of the icosahedral

group, which were derived and computed in Section 5.6 (Chapter 5) via general-

ized projection from group theory. Specifically, projection operators are applied

to the real-valued spherical harmonics1 [28, p. 93], which computes a basis func-2065

tion of the icosahedral group as a linear combination of spherical harmonics of

a fixed degree l.

A key concept used in this approach is the irreducible representations (ir-

reps) of a finite group, which are sets of 2-D square matrices that are homomor-

phic under matrix multiplication to the group elements. For the icosahedral2070

group, it is possible to find all irreps matrices that are real-valued, which is re-

quired to generate the compete orthonormal basis functions that are real-valued

(Chapter 5). Suppose that Nrep is the number of irreps of the Ng-order group G.

1Spherical harmonics are denoted by Yl,m(θ, φ) where the degree l satisfies l ∈ N, the order
m satisfies m ∈ {−l, . . . , l} and (θ, φ) are the angles of spherical coordinates with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and
0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π [93, Section 14.30, pp. 378–379].
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Let the set of real-valued matrices in the pth irrep be denoted by Γp(g) ∈ Rdp×dp

for all g ∈ G where p ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep}. For the icosahedral group, Nrep = 5, Ng = 60,2075

and dp = 1, 3, 3, 4, 5 for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively.

The resulting real-valued angular basis functions associated with the degree

l and the pth irrep, denoted by Ip;l,n(x/x) for n ∈ {1, . . . ,Np;l}, have the following

properties.

1. Each Ip;l,n is a dp-dimensional real-valued vector function, i.e., Ip;l,n ∈ R
dp .2080

2. The Ip;l,n functions are orthonormal on the surface of the sphere.

3. The subspace of square integrable functions on the surface of the sphere

defined by spherical harmonics of index l, contains a set of Ip;l,n functions

with a total of 2l + 1 components.

4. Each Ip;l,n function has a specific transformation property under rotations2085

from the icosahedral group [28, p. 20], in particular,

Ip;l,n(R−1
g x/x) = (Γp(g))T Ip;l,n(x/x) (6.5)

where T is transpose not Hermitian transpose and Rg is the 3 × 3 rotation

matrix corresponding to the gth element of the group.

These properties were numerically verified from the close relationship between

the Ip;l,n and spherical harmonics. Furthermore, it follows that the family of Ip;l,n2090

is a complete basis for square integrable functions on the surface of the sphere.

Examples of Ip, j;l,n functions for l = 15 are visualized in Figure 6.2. Note that p =

1 exhibits all of the symmetries of an icosahedron. The angular basis functions

used in the two previous algorithms, HRII and HRSI, are just the angular basis

functions at p = 1.2095
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p = 1 p = 2

p = 3 p = 4 p = 5

Figure 6.2: An icosahedron with one of each type of symmetry axis (2-, 3-,
and 5-fold) shown and example angular basis functions with
l = 10 and p ∈ {1, . . .Nrep}. The surfaces of 3-D objects defined
by ξ(x) = 1 for x ≤ κ1 +κ2Ip;l,n(x/x) and 0 otherwise, where κ1 and
κ2 are chosen so that κ1 + κ2Ip;l,n(x/x) varies between 0.5 and 1.
are visualized by UCSF Chimera where the color indicates the
distance from the center of the object.

The radial basis functions hl,q(x) for q ∈ {1, 2, . . . } are exactly the family of

Bessel functions used in [146, Section IIIB], which are real-valued and have the

orthonormal condition, specifically,∫ ∞

r=0
hl,q(x)hl,q′(x)x2dx = δq,q′ . (6.6)

The reason that hl,q depends on l is that this makes it possible to have symbolic

formulas for the 3-D Fourier transform of ρ(x).2100

Let ζ be the shorthand for l, n, q, which has the total number that associates

with the pth irrep of the icosahedral group to be Np;ζ , i.e.,
∑Np;ζ

ζ=1 =
∑∞

l=1
∑Np;l

n=1

∑∞
q=1.

Each real-valued basis function, denoted by Fp;ζ(x), is the product of the nth

angular basis function and the qth radial basis function that associate with

the pth irrep of the icosahedral group and lth degree of spherical harmonics,2105
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specifically, Fp;ζ(x) = Ip;l,n(x/x)hl,q(x). The real-valued basis functions, Fp;ζ for

p ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep} and ζ ∈ {1, . . . ,Np;ζ} have the following properties.

i) Each Fp;ζ is a dp-dimensional real-valued vector function, i.e, Fp;ζ ∈ R
dp .

ii) The Fp;ζ functions construct a complete orthonormal basis because of the

orthonormality of Ip;l,n and hl,q, specifically,2110 ∫
x

Fp;ζ(x)FT
p′;ζ′(x)dx = Idpδp,p′δζ,ζ′ . (6.7)

(Please see Appendix A for the derivation.)

iii) Each Fp;ζ satisfies the following transformation because of Eq. 6.5, specifi-

cally, for all g ∈ G,

Fp;ζ(R−1
g x) = Fp,l,n(R−1

g x/x)hl,q(x)

= (Γp(g))T Fp,l,n(x/x)hl,q(x)

= (Γp(g))T Fp;ζ(x). (6.8)

6.3 Constraints on weights caused by symmetrical statistics

The weight corresponding to the basis function Fp;ζ , denoted by cp;ζ , is a real-2115

valued vector, i.e., cp;ζ ∈ R
dp . Eq. 6.4 can be restated as

ρ(x) =

Nrep∑
p=1

Np;ζ∑
ζ=1

FT
p;ζ(x)cp;ζ . (6.9)

The index τ in Eq. 6.4 is the shorthand of p and ζ, which has the total num-

ber Nτ to satisfy Nτ =
∑Nrep

p=1 Np;ζ . The vector of weights c = [cT
1 , . . . , c

T
Nτ

]T =

[cT
Np=1,ζ

, ..., cT
Np=1,ζ

, . . . , cT
Np=Nrep ,1

, ...cT
Np=Nrep ,ζ

]T has Gaussian distribution N(c̄,V), where

c̄ = IE[c] ∈ RNτ×1 and V = IE[ccT ] ∈ RNτ×Nτ .2120
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Our assumption of symmetrical statistics for the spherical virus particles is

that the mean and the correlation function of the 3-D scattering intensity are

invariant under all 60 rotations of the icosahedral group. These two conditions

can be translated into the following two conditions, for all g ∈ G,

ρ̄(R−1
g x) = ρ̄(x), (6.10)

Cρ(R−1
g x,R−1

g x′) = Cρ(x, x′), (6.11)

where ρ̄(x) = IE[ρ(x)], C(x, x′) = IE[ρ(x)ρ(x′)] and Rg is the gth rotation matrix2125

in group G. These two conditions induce constraints on the weights of basis

functions, in particular, the mean vector c̄ and covariance matrix V .

6.3.1 Constraint caused by the first order statistics

The symmetry on the first order statistics (Eq. 6.10) induces a constraint on the

mean of the weights. By definition (Eq. 6.9) and the transformation property2130

(Eq. 6.8), the RHS of Eq. 6.10 can be expanded as

ρ̄(x) = IE

∑
p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(x)cp;ζ


=

∑
p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(x)IE

[
cp;ζ

] (6.12)

and the LHS of Eq. 6.10 becomes

ρ̄(R−1
g x) =

∑
p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(R

−1
g x)IE

[
cp;ζ

]
=

∑
p

∑
ζ

(
Γp(g)T Fp;ζ(x)

)T
IE

[
cp;ζ

]
=

∑
p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(x)Γp

c (g)IE
[
cp;ζ

]
,

(6.13)
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Equating Eq. 6.13 and Eq. 6.12 to give2135

∑
p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(x)(Γp

c (g) − Id)IE
[
cp;ζ

]
= 0, (6.14)

which holds for all g ∈ G. Because only the Γ
p=1
c (g) = 1 for all g ∈ G and Γ

p,1
c (g)

for all g ∈ G are real-valued full matrices, the mean of cp;ζ , needs to satisfy

IE
[
cp;ζ

]
= IE

[
cp;ζ

]
δp,1. (6.15)

In other words, the entries of c̄ that corresponding to the pth (p , 1) irrep are

constrained to be zero.

6.3.2 Constraint caused by the second order statistics2140

The symmetry condition on the second order statistics (Eq. 6.11) can be achieved

by constraints on the covariance matrix of the weights.

Similar to the derivation of Eq. 6.12-6.13, the RHS of Eq. 6.11 can be ex-

pressed as

Cρ(x, x′)

= IE


∑

p

∑
ζ

FT
p;ζ(x)cp;ζ


∑

p′

∑
ζ′

FT
p′;ζ′(x

′)cp′;ζ′


T 

=
∑

p

∑
ζ

∑
p′

∑
ζ′

FT
p;ζ(x)IE

[
cp;ζcT

p ζ′
]

Fp′;ζ′(x′),

(6.16)
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and the LHS of Eq. 6.11 can be expressed as2145

Cρ(R−1
g x,R−1

g x′)

=
∑

p

∑
ζ

∑
p′

∑
ζ′

Fp;ζ(R−1
g x)IE

[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′
]

Fp′;ζ′(R−1
g x)

=
∑

p

∑
ζ

∑
p′

∑
ζ′

(
(Γp

g(g))T Fp;ζ(x)
)T

IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′
] (

(Γp′
g (g))T Fp′;ζ′(x′)

)
=

∑
p

∑
ζ

∑
p′

∑
ζ′

FT
p;ζ(x)Γp

g(g)IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′
]

(Γp′
g (g))T Fp′;ζ′(x′)

(6.17)

On both sides of the symmetry condition (Eq. 6.11), multiply on the left by

Fp;ζ(x) and on the right by FT
p′;ζ′(x

′) for random (p, ζ) and (p′, ζ′), and integrate

over the 3D coordinates x and x′. Specifically,∫
x

∫
x′

Fp;ζ(x)Cρ(x, x′)Fp′;ζ′(x′)dxdx′

=

∫
x

∫
x′

Fp;ζ(x)Cρ(R−1
g x,R−1

g x′)Fp′;ζ′(x′)dxdx′.
(6.18)

Because the basis functions are orthonormal on the 3D space (Eq. 6.7),

by inserting Eq. 6.16 and 6.17 into Eq. 6.18, it gives IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′

]
=2150

Γp(g)T IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′

]
Γp′(g) for all g ∈ G. Therefore, since the irred rep is orthogo-

nal (Γp(g)−1 = Γp(g)T ), it follows that

Γp(g)IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′
]

= IE
[
cp;ζcT

p′;ζ′
]
Γp′(g) (6.19)

for all g ∈ G, x, x′ ∈ R3×3, p, p′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep}, ζ ∈ {1, . . . ,Np;ζ}, and ζ′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Np′;ζ′}.

Since Γp(g) ∈ Rdp×dp and Γp′(g) ∈ Rdp′×dp′ IE[cp,ζcT
p′,ζ′] is a dp × dp′ matrix. Eq. 6.19

has substantial structure because Γp(g) and Γp′(g) both for all g ∈ G are irrep2155

matrices. Schur’s Lemma [28, Theorem I and II, Section 4.5, p. 80] implies that

IE[cp,ζcT
p′,ζ′] =


vp((ζ, ζ′)Idp , p = p′

0dp,dp′ , otherwise
(6.20)

for some number vp((ζ, ζ′) depending on p, ζ and ζ′, where 0i, j is the i × j zero

matrix. Note that the solution of Eq. 6.19 for IE[cp,ζcT
p′,ζ′] does not depend on ζ
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and ζ′ except that unspecified degrees of freedom in the solution could depend

on ζ and ζ′.2160

Suppose that the indices vary from the slowest to the fastest in the order

p, ζ, or more specifically, in the order p, l, n, and q. Then p is constant over

sequential sets of dpNp;ζ rows and columns in covariance matrix V . The matrix

IE[cp,ζcT
p′,ζ′] constructs the (p, p′)th block of the covariance matrix V , denoted by

Vp:p′ . Precisely, IE[cp,ζcT
p′,ζ′] is the (ζ, ζ′)th sub-block of the matrix Vp:p′ . Therefore,2165

implied by Eq. 6.20, the covariance matrix V is a diagonal block matrix with five

blocks, corresponding to the five values of p, and off diagonal blocks are zeros,

i.e., Vp:p′,p = 0(dpNp;ζ ),(dp′Np′;ζ′ ). The pth block itself (Vp:p) is a Kronecker product of

the identity matrix Idp and a Np;ζ × Np;ζ matrix Vp, which has the (ζ, ζ′)th (ζ, ζ′ ∈

{1, . . . ,Np;ζ}) entry to be vp(ζ, ζ′). More explicitly,2170

Vp:p

= Vp ⊗ Idp

=



vp(1, 1) vp(1, 2) . . . vp(1,Np;ζ)

vp(2, 1) vp(2, 2) . . . vp(2,Np;ζ)
...

...
. . .

...

vp(Np;ζ , 1) vp(Np;ζ , 2) . . . vp(Np;ζ ,Np;ζ)


⊗ Idp

=



vp(1, 1)Idp vp(1, 2)Idp . . . vp(1,Np;ζ)Idp

vp(2, 1)Idp vp(2, 2)Idp . . . vp(2,Np;ζ)Idp

...
...

. . .
...

vp(Np;ζ , 1)Idp vp(Np;ζ , 2)Idp . . . vp(Np;ζ ,Np;ζ)Idp


.

(6.21)

The covariance matrix V constructed from all of the Vp:p blocks must be a

real-valued positive semidefinite matrix, which requires each of the blocks is

a real-valued positive semidefinite matrix. In order to make Eq. 6.21 be real-
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valued and positive semidefinite, it is necessary that vp(ζ, ζ′) ∈ R+ ∪ {0} for all

ζ, ζ′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep} and p ∈ {1, . . . ,Nrep}.2175

6.4 Heterogeneous reconstruction with symmetrical statistics

(HRSS)

The 3D reconstruction process of heterogeneous virus particles which realize

the symmetrical statistics is described in this section. In particular, the first two

order statistics of the weights c̄ and V are solved by a constrained maximum2180

likelihood estimator.

Suppose that a image stack includes Ny numbers of 2D projection images.

Through the projection slice theorem, the model for the 3D structure of the virus

particle (Eq. 6.4) can be linearly transformed into a model for the 2D projection

images, specifically [148],2185

yi = L(zi)ci + wi,wi ∼ N(0,Q) (6.22)

where yi is the ith 2D projection image in the reciprocal space, zi is a vector of

nuisance parameters which include the projection orientation of the ith image

and the projection location of the particle in the ith image, ci ∈ R
Nτ is the vector

of weights of the ith image2, L(zi) is the transformation matrix from weights to

the ith reciprocal-space image which is transformed from the real-valued basis2190

functions by projection slice theorem, and wi is the white Gaussian noise of the

ith image which has zero mean and a covariance Q. Based on our assumption,

the vector of weights is Gaussian distributed, specifically, ci ∼ N(c̄,V), where c̄

and V are the parameters to be determined.
2The weights ci in Eq. 6.22 are identical to the weights in the 3D model (Eq. 6.4).
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We use a maximum likelihood estimator, as is described in [148], to de-2195

termine c̄ and V . The maximum likelihood estimator is computed by an

expectation-maximization algorithm with the nuisance parameters {zi}
Ny

i=1. Three

quantities are updated, the a priori distribution of the ensemble of virus parti-

cle, the mean c̄ and the covariance V of the weights. In our problem, the two

quantities, c̄ and V , are updated alternatively in the expectation-maximization2200

algorithm.

The previous algorithm HRSI [133, 124], which only used a subset of the

proposed angular basis functions (just p = 1), used Matlab’s fmincon (option

“trust-region-reflective”) with symbolic cost, gradient of the cost, and Hessian

of the cost. We desired to modify the software to include the full set of basis2205

functions described in Section 6.2. The constraint on the mean vector (Eq. 6.15)

requires its entries to be zero if p , 1. Let the V matrix to be a diagonal ma-

trix. The constraints on the covariance matrix V (Eq. 6.21) require certain matrix

elements to be equal. To implement the above constraints, the method of com-

puting the gradient and Hessian of the cost is modified based on the chain rule:2210

if f is the cost then

∂ f
∂ζp;l,n,q

=

dp∑
j=1

∂ f
∂νp, j;l,n,q

,

∂2 f
∂ζp1;l1,n1,q1∂ζp2;l2,n2,q2

=

dp1∑
j1=1

dp2∑
j2=1

∂2 f
∂νp1, j1;l1,n1,q1∂νp2, j2;l2,n2,q2

.

These equations compute the necessary gradient and Hessian in terms of larger

vectors and matrices which are then reduced in size. While this approach fits

the software easily, more efficient approaches may be possible.2215

In comparison to the two existing algorithms (HRII [148] and HRSI [133,

148]), the new algorithm HRSS strictly generalizes both HRII and HRSI since (1)
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HRII uses only the p = 1 angular basis functions and has no constraints on the

mean vector of the weights but has the covariance matrix to be zero, i.e., V = 0,

and (2) HRSI uses only the p = 1 angular basis functions and has no constraints2220

on the mean vector or covariance matrix of the weights, and (3) HRSS uses all

p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} angular basis functions and has the constraint of Eq. 6.15 on the

mean vector and the constraint of Eq. 6.21 on the covariance matrix. In other

words, HRSS strictly contains both HRII and HRSI as special cases. In terms

of computation, all three algorithms estimate the same number of parameters2225

for the mean vector c̄. Only HRSI and HRSS estimate the parameters for the

covariance matrix V . Because the number of parameters to be estimated for V

corresponds to the number of basis functions to be used, HRSS needs to estimate

much more parameters than HRSI does to compute V .

6.5 Reconstruction Results2230

The performance of the proposed algorithm, HRSS, is evaluated in this section.

The reconstruction process has been performed both on a simulated data (Sec-

tion 6.5.2) and on the experimental data of a Virus Like Particle (VLP) derived

from bacteriophage HK97 Prohead I+pro (Section 6.5.3). The VLP is essentially

the bacteriophage minus the bacteriophage’s tail leaving only the icosahedrally2235

symmetric capsid. The average outer radius of the capsid is 254 Å.
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6.5.1 Data processing

Two sets of 1200 cryo-EM images were separately processed. Each image con-

taining one bacteriophage HK97 Prohead I+pro particle, was randomly selected

from a larger stack. Each 2-D cryo-EM image measuring 200 × 200 pixels with2240

a pixel size of 2.76Å. Due to limitations of our computer hardware (compu-

tational speed and memory size), it is not practical to process the entire stack.

The image selection algorithm [133] guarantees on non-overlapping sets of im-

ages. For each data set, following the preprocessing procedure in [133, 148],

the 1200 cryo-EM images were transformed into 1200 2-D images in real and2245

reciprocal space, and the reciprocal space images are the input to reconstruction

algorithms.

The reconstruction is achieved in the following two steps.

(a) The mean vector of the weights, denoted by c̄0, is first computed by the

homogeneous reconstruction algorithm (HRII) described in [148] which2250

has V0 = 0.

(b) These results c̄0 and V0 are used as the initial condition for the heteroge-

neous reconstruction (HRSI or HRSS) in the second step to compute the

final results for c̄ and V .

Both HRSI and HRSS are tested. When testing on the existing heterogeneous2255

reconstruction model (HRSI), due to the computing limitation, basis functions

with l up to 55 and q up to 20 were employed in both Step (a) (HRII) and Step

(b) (HRSI). The number of parameters to be estimated in Step (b) for either c̄ or

V is 1060. When testing on the proposed heterogeneous reconstruction model
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(HRSS) which use the complete basis functions, we aim to achieve a similar2260

scale of parameters to be estimated. Basis functions with l up to 10 and q up to

20 were employed in both Step (a) (HRII) and Step (b) (HRSS). The number of

parameters to be estimated in Step (b) for c̄ or V is 2020.

6.5.2 Performances on the simulated data

The simulated 2D projection images in reciprocal space are generated through2265

the same reconstruction forward model (Eq.6.22). The input of the simulator is

the HRSS reconstruction results c̄ and V , which are called the “ground truth” in

the stimulation study. The parameters to be determined ahead of the simulation

process include the resolution (e.g., the pixel size in Å and the total number of

pixels) and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the image. The method of gener-2270

ating the simulated 2D images is described in Algorithm 1. Let the image have

Data: The HRSS results c̄ and V
Result: a stack of 2D projection simulated images {yi}

N
i=1

1 for i = 1; i <= N; i + + do
2 1. generate ci ∼ N(c̄,V) and pick zi

3 2. compute the 2D image:
(reciprocal space) yi = L(zi)ci

(real space) yi → Real(yi) [148]
4 3. construct the white noise:

compute sample variances of Real(yi), denoted by s2

generate wi ∼ N(0,Q), where Q = s2

S NR I
5 4. generate simulated images (Eq.6.22):

(reciprocal space)yi = L(zi)ci + wi

(real space) yi → Real(yi) [148]
6 end

Algorithm 1: Generation of N simulated 2D images.

100 × 100 pixels with a pixel size of 5.52 Å and let S NR = 0.5. A stack of 1200
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simulated 2D projection images of HK97 is generated. Examples of the simu-

lated real space 2D images of HK97 are shown in Fig. 6.3. With this input, the

two-step reconstruction with the use of HRSS is performed. By using the same2275

parameter settings in the reconstruction with the experimental images as the in-

put, basis functions with l up to 10 and q up to 20 were employed in both Step

(a) (HRII) and Step (b) (HRSS).

Figure 6.3: Four simulated real space 2D images of HK97.

The standard measure of performance in structural biology is the Fourier

shell correlation (FSC) ([129], Eq. 2; [55], Eq. 17; [12], p. 879) between two struc-2280

tures (the two estimates of mean electron scattering intensity) computed from

the disjoint stacks of images. The final reconstruction (c̄ and V) is compared

with the “ground truth”. Their FSC curve and energy curve (the denominators

of FSC calculation) are shown in Fig. 6.4. The results show that the Fourier Shell
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Correlation (FSC) between the reconstruction result and the “ground truth” are2285

almost 1 for more than the range k ≤ 0.186Å−1 and therefore the structures are

essentially identical for more than the range k ≤ 0.186Å−1. The energy in both

structures drops around 5 at 0.186Å−1, which is greater than 0. Therefore, the

FSC analysis in the range k ≤ 0.186Å−1 is meaningful.

(a) FSC curve (b) Energy curve

Figure 6.4: FSC and energy curves between the “ground truth” and the
reconstruction results of the simulated data.

6.5.3 Performances on the experimental data2290

From the mean vector c̄ and the covariance matrix V , it is possible to compute

the mean function [148, Eq. 16], ρ̄(x) = E[ρ(x)], and covariance function [148,

Eq. 18], Cρ(x1, x2) = E[(ρ(x1) − ρ̄(x1))(ρ(x2) − ρ̄(x2))], of the electron scattering in-

tensity ρ(x) of the particle. We often visualize sρ(x) =
√

Cρ(x, x) which has the

same units as ρ̄(x). Through Eq. 6.9, the mean vectors c̄ computed by HRSI and2295

HRSS in Step (b) were used to compute two mean functions ρ̄(x). Similarly, the

two covariance matrices V computed by HRSI and HRSS were used to compute

two standard deviation functions sρ(x). We computed FSC between the recon-

structions of the two data sets for both HRSI and HRSS, which are shown in
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Fig. 6.5. In the case of HRSI (Fig. 6.5 (a)), the resolution is determined by the2300

fact that the FSC curve crosses the 0.5 level at 0.061 Å−1, which gives a resolu-

tion of 16.442 Å. In the case of HRSS (Fig. 6.5 (b)), the FSC between the two

reconstructions are almost 1 for more than the range k ≤ 0.186Å and therefore

the structures are essentially identical.

(a) symmetrical individuals (HRSI) (b) symmetrical statistics (HRSS)

Figure 6.5: FSC curves between the reconstructions of the two experimen-
tal data sets for HRSI (a) and HRSS (b).

Fig. 6.6 (b) and (c) show the standard deviation sρ(x) computed by HRSI and2305

HRSS, respectively. In Fig. 6.7, ρ̄(x) computed by HRSI and the two heteroge-

neous solutions sρ(x) computed by HRSI and HRSS are jointly visualized by

computing a 3-D surface of constant value of ρ̄(x) and coloring the surface by

sρ(x). The cubes of ρ̄ and sρ in Fig. 6.6–6.7 have the same orientation as shown

in Fig. 6.6 (a), in which the x-z plane contains the two fold symmetry of the2310

icosahedron. We call Fig. 6.6 (a) as the two fold axes.

Fig. 6.8 shows six different cross sections of the standard deviation function

sρ(x) in three different axes the two fold, the three fold and the five fold sym-

metry axes. The two fold symmetry, the three fold symmetry and the five fold
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symmetry of the icosahedron are sitting along the Z axis, as shown in the top2315

row of Fig. 6.8, where the center of the sρ cube has the coordinate (300, 300, 300).

(a) two fold (b) symmetrical (c) symmetrical
symmetry axes individuals (HRSI) statistics (HRSS)

Figure 6.6: 3-D reconstructions of the standard deviation sρ for HK97 Pro-
head IPro+. The shape is a surface of constant intensity (0.0038)
of the standard deviation sρ(x), which is visualized by UCSF
Chimera [95].

(a) symmetrical individuals (HRSI) (b) symmetrical statistics (HRSS)

Figure 6.7: 3-D reconstructions of ρ̄ for HK97 Prohead I+pro (different col-
ormap). The shape is a surface of constant intensity (5 × 10−4)
of ρ̄(x) colored by the standard deviation sρ(x), which is visual-
ized by UCSF Chimera [95]. The HRSI and HRSS reconstruc-
tions use different color maps. All markings are scaled by 10−3.
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(a) symmetrical individuals (HRSI)

(b) symmetrical statistics (HRSS)

Figure 6.8: Cross section of the standard deviation function sρ(x) for HK97
Prohead I+pro using both HRSI and HRSS and displayed with
a common color map. The white lines depict the contour lev-
els of the virus particles. The geometrical orientation of the
cubes are shown in the top row. (a) shows the reconstruction re-
sults based on symmetrical individuals, i.e., HRSI, whereas (b)
shows the reconstruction results based on symmetrical statis-
tics, i.e., HRSS. For each orientation, cross sections in x-y and
x-z planes are displayed. The center of the sρ cube has the co-
ordinate (300, 300, 300).
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As shown in Fig. 6.6 (b) and Fig. 6.7 (a), the existing algorithm HRSI esti-

mates a standard deviation function that is organized in radially-directed rays,

which has no biological explanation. Specifically, HRSI introduced artifical

spikes laying on the symmetry axes of the icosahedron. In fact, this artificial2320

pattern in standard deviation or variance analysis of spherical virus particles

has been recognized as a well-known problem of all existing reconstruction al-

gorithms [82, p. 173], including the standard algorithms EMAN2 [123] and SPI-

DER [115].

In contrast, HRSS gives a standard deviation function that is organized in2325

annular structures as shown in Fig. 6.6 (c) and more obviously in Fig. 6.7 (b).

Such an annular structure obtained by HRSS matches the physical organization

of the particle, for instances, the outer protein shell and the inner core of nucleic

acid. This makes more biological sense than the estimates of HRSI and other

reconstruction algorithms. Such a distinction can be further seen in Fig. 6.8, in2330

which Fig. 6.8 (a) has light blue radial lines, whereas the Fig. 6.8 (b) shows the

detailed annular structure of the virus. In the previous analyses with the use

of HRSI, features like high values located along radially directed lines averaged

out leaving interpretable information, but as we try to increase the spatial detail

of our interpretation, such behavior is difficult to understand.2335

6.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach HRSS for 3-D reconstruction of

nanoscale virus particles from noisy 2-D projection images. Realistic assump-

tion on the heterogeneous virus particles requires sophisticated tools. HRSS
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incorprates the complete basis functions to realize the sophisticated situation2340

of symmetrical statistics, which eliminates the long-standing distortions in het-

erogeneity calculations associated with symmetry axes, and provides estimates

that make more biological sense than the previous estimates. This implies that

the variability in the particles is such that individual particles lack symmetry

and only the first and second order statistics obey the symmetry. This is natual2345

for such large objects as viruses (102 − 103Å, 10 Megadalton) in the absence of

the additional geometric constraints that occur in the crystal of an x-ray crystal-

lography experiments.
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CHAPTER 7

STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ENSEMBLES OF2350

ICOSAHEDRALLY SYMMETRIC VIRUS PARTICLES FROM ELECTRON

MICROSCOPE IMAGES: INVESTIGATION ON THE BACTERIOPHAGE

HK97 PROHEAD I

7.1 Introduction

A virus particle transforms into continuous heterogeneous structures along its2355

maturation process. As the structure determines properties of a virus, i.e., being

infectious or not, it has been a important topic to understand the structure as

well as the dynamics of the maturation process of a virus particle. The matura-

tion process of virus particles is characterized by a sequence of intermediates.

Virus-like particles (VLPs) derived from the bacteriophage HK97, which have2360

several of these intermediates stabilized and isolated, i.e., HK97 Prohead I and

HK97 Prohead II, have been used as the exemplary particles to study the mat-

uration of double stranded (ds) DNA bacteriophage. Our work is focusing on

the statistical characterization of two intermediates of HK97 Prohead I, in par-

ticular, the Prohead I with protease (PhIPro+) and the Prohead I without protease2365

(PhIPro-).

The VLP HK97 Prohead I (PhIPro+) contains a protein capsid and approxi-

mately 100 viral protease molecules where the protease molecules have been

rendered non-functional by modification of the viral protease gene. A second

VLP of HK97 Prohead I can also be produced which simply lacks the viral pro-2370

tease molecule, and this second VLP is denoted by PhIPro-. Both cryo-EM struc-

tures of PhIPro+ and PhIPro- have been previously reported [130] and they are
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both icosahedral particles. Using the same data set, [51] characterizes the spa-

tial dynamics of PhIPro+ and PhIPro- through analyzing the variances by using the

existing algorithm, heterogeneous reconstruction with symmetrical individuals2375

(the HRSI algorithm introduced in [148, 133]). Comparing these two different

particles (PhIPro+ and PhIPro-), biochemical experiments suggested that PhIPro+

was more resistant to the disassembly conditions. The previous variance analy-

sis using HRSI [51] further showed that PhIPro- had roughly twice the standard

deviation of PhIPro+, especially in the δ-domain. Therefore, PhIPro+ particle had2380

a greater stability. When the standard deviation map is visualized, there are

peaks in the standard deviation map that are located in the neighborhood of

the icosahedral symmetry axes of the particle and which extend from the cen-

ter of the particle to the surface [51]. There is no biological explanation of the

peaks. This pattern is a well-known problem of variance analysis of particles2385

with symmetries [82], which has no biological explanation.

The VLP HK97 Prohead I includes a central core of DNA nucleic acid and

an capsid of protein. In HK97 we are particularly interested in how events on

the inner surface of the capsid (the so-called δ domain where the viral protease

cleaves 104 Å from the capsid protein during maturation) are related to the2390

remainder of the capsid. However, extracting biological understanding from

the covariance function Cρ(x, x′) is challenging. Existing software, e.g., EMAN2

[123] and HRSI [148] can only compute the variance map of the particle. For ex-

ample, in the previous analyses of NωV [133, 124] and HK97 [51], spherical aver-

ages of the variance map, where the variance map is defined by Dρ(x) = Cρ(x, x),2395

have played a major role. The cryo-EM experiment suggested that the δ-domain

contains a disordered δ-domain which merges into the central core, and a par-

tially ordered δ-domain which is between the disordered δ-domain and the or-
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dered capsid, which is the outer surface of the capsid. The formation and mat-

uration of the capsid has long been discussed, e.g., [49, 68, 51].2400

In this Chapter, we used a new reconstruction algorithm, heterogeneous re-

construction with symmetrical statistics (HRSS), to investigate the statistics of

the structure of HK97 PhIPro+ and PhIPro-. The variance map estimated by HRSS

eliminates the false maxima in heterogeneity near symmetry axes of symmet-

rical particles. In addition, HRSS avoids the artificial peaks in the disordered2405

δ-domain which exists in previous calculations [51]. Furthermore, for the first

time, an analysis on covariance is enabled by HRSS to investigate the interaction

between the selected points in the capsid and the remainder particle.

7.2 Mathematical models

7.2.1 The model of reconstruction2410

The reconstruction process conceptually includes three models. Specifically, a

model of the 2D image formation (Eq. 30 in [138]), a model of the structure of the

3D particle (Eq. 3 in [138]) and a model based on the projection theorem, which

performs the transformation between 2D and 3D. The third model is detailed in

[133, 51].2415
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7.2.2 Covariance and variance analysis

The interaction between two remote locations in the particle can be character-

ized by computing the covariance between these two locations. In particular,

Cρ(x, x′) = IE[ρ(x)ρ(x′)]

= IE[

∑
ζ

Fζ(x)cζ


∑
ζ′

Fζ′(x′)cζ′

]
=

∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

IE[cζcζ′]Fζ(x)Fζ′(x′)

=
∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)Fζ(x)Fζ′(x′)

=
∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)
(
hζ(r)Iζ(θ, φ)

) (
hζ′(r′)Iζ′(θ′, φ′)

)
=

∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)hζ(r)hζ′(r′)Iζ(θ, φ)Iζ′(θ′, φ′) (7.1)

where Fζ is the basis function which includes the angular part Iζ and a radial

part hζ as is described in Section 3 [138], and V(ζ, ζ′) is the (ζ, ζ′)’s entry of the2420

covariance matrix V of the coefficients cζ . The variance map is Eq. 7.1 evaluated

at x′ = x. Specifically,

Dρ(x) = IE[ρ(x)2] =
∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)hζ(r)hζ′(r)Iζ(θ, φ)Iζ′(θ, φ). (7.2)

The correlation between two locations is computed by

C̄ρ(x, x′) =
Cρ(x, x′)

sρ(x)sρ(x′)
, (7.3)

where sρ(x) is the standard deviation computed by sρ(x) =
√

Dρ(x).

Note that Eq. 7.1 is a function of two three-dimensional vectors, i.e., a cube2425

in 6-D which is difficult to visualize. Because the function of the materials inside

of a virus particle differentiates roughly along the radius, we are also interested

in the covariance function at two locations at different radii but along the same
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radially-directed line, i.e., x = rû and x′ = r′û where û is a radially-directed unit

vector, i.e., û = r̂ in spherical coordinates or û= (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) in2430

rectangular coordinates. Averaging the covariance (Eq. 7.1) over the surface of

a sphere gives

zρ(r, r′) =
1

4π

∫
Cρ(x, x′)dΩ

=
1

4π

∫ 2π

θ=0

∫ π

φ=0
Cρ(x, x′) sin θdθdφ

=
1

4π

∫ 2π

θ=0

∫ π

φ=0
Cρ(x, x′) sin θdθdφ

=
∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)hζ(r)hζ′(r′)
(

1
4π

∫ 2π

θ=0

∫ π

φ=0
Iζ(θ, φ)Iζ′(θ′, φ′) sin θdθdφ

)
=

∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)hζ(r)hζ′(r′) (7.4)

based on the orthonormality of the angular functions. The function zρ(r, r′) can

be easily visualized as a 2-D image. We also make plots for the square root of

the spherical average of the variance for each particle, specifically,2435

s̄ρ(r) =

√
1

4π

∫
Dρ(x)dΩ

=

√∑
ζ

∑
ζ′

V(ζ, ζ′)hζ(r)hζ′(r), (7.5)

which is referred as the spherical average of the standard deviation in the re-

mainder of the paper. To compare the difference of the standard deviation be-

tween two different particles numerically, we compute the difference between

the two spherical average of the standard deviations, i.e.,

d̄ρ(r) =
s̄(1)
ρ (r) − s̄(2)

ρ (r)
1

R2−R1

∫ R2

r=R1
s(2)
ρ (r)rdr

. (7.6)

Here, the two particles are assumed to have the following relation,2440

1
R2−R1

∫ R2

r=R1
s(2)
ρ (r)rdr < 1

R2−R1

∫ R2

r=R1
s(1)
ρ (r)rdr.
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7.3 Results and Analysis

By using the same image stack provided in [130] and used in [51], two sets of

1200 cryo-EM images were selected for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-. Following the

same data processing as is described in Section 6.5.1, the following reconstruc-2445

tions were computed:

1. Homogeneous solutions in low resolution (basis functions with p = 1, l up

to 10 and q up to 20) computed by HRII. There are four such homogeneous

solutions computed from the two data sets of PhIPro+ and the two data sets

of PhIPro-.2450

2. Heterogeneous solutions using the complete basis functions (basis func-

tions with all p’s, l up to 10 and q up to 20) computed by HRSS. The four

heterogeneous solutions were computed by using the four homogeneous

solutions in 1 as the initial condition.

3. Homogeneous solutions in high resolution (basis functions with p = 1, l2455

up to 55 and q up to 20) computed by HRII. Two solutions were computed.

One was computed from the one of the two data sets of PhIPro+, and the

other was computed from one of the data sets of PhIPro-.

4. Masked high resolution homogeneous solutions. The two mean electron

scattering intensity (the 3D structures) computed in 3 are denoised by ap-2460

plying a masking procedure Specifically, all values that are in the radius

range of R ≥ 268 are replaced to be zeros, because the largest radii of the

atomic coordinates from the X-ray crystallography structure of Prohead-

I [60] (3p8q) is 268 Å.
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7.3.1 Analysis of mean electron scattering intensity (the struc-2465

ture)

The FSC of the mean electron scattering intensity was computed based on the

homogeneous solution in high resolution (Result 3), which is shown in the left

panel of Fig. 7.1. The resolutions are determined by the fact that the FSC curve

crosses the 0.5 level which is at 0.061 Å−1 for PhIPro+, at 0.056 Å−1 for PhIPro-, and2470

at 0.053 Å−1 for PhIPro+ v.s. PhIPro-. Therefore, the resolution for the above three

cases is 16.39 Å, 17.86 Å and 18.87 Å, respectively. The corresponding energy

curves (the denominators of the FSC calculation) are shown in the right panel

of Fig. 7.1.
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(a) two sets of PhIPro+

(b) two sets of PhIPro-

(c) PhIPro+ v.s. PhIPro-

Figure 7.1: FSC (left) and Energy (right) of the mean electron scattering
intensity for the homogeneous solutions. (a) comparison be-
tween the two calculations of PhIPro+, (b) comparison between
the two calculations of PhIPro-, and (c) comparison between one
calculation of PhIPro+ and one calculation of PhIPro-.
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7.3.2 Analysis on variance (heterogeneity dynamics)2475

The variance analysis of HRSS is shown in this Section. Our result is compared

with the previous HRSI result provided in [51]. The heterogeneity of HK97

PhIPro+ and PhIPro- are visualized in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. Fig. 7.2 shows the outer

surface of the mean electron scattering intensity (which is the structure), and

Fig. 7.3 shows a cross section of the mean electron scattering intensity. All struc-2480

tures are colorized by the standard deviation (which characterizes the hetero-

geneity) provided in [51] in (a) and computed by HRSS in (b).
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(a) HRSI results provided in [51]

(b) HRSS results

Figure 7.2: Visualization of the heterogeneity: external surface of the
mean electron scattering intensity (which is the structure) at
volume level 3.5e-4 with colors determined by the standard
deviation (which is the characterization of heterogeneity). Both
the HRSI calculation provided in [51] and the HRSS calculation
show that the PhIPro- structure has greater heterogeneity than
the PhIPro+ structure which is emphasized through warmer
color in the right column. The structures are the high resolu-
tion homogeneous solutions of electron scattering intensity for
PhIPro+ (the left column) and PhIPro- (the right column). This
Visualizations are computed by UCSF Chimera [95]. All mark-
ings are scaled by 10−3.
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(a) HRSI results provided in [51]

(b) HRSS results

Figure 7.3: Visualization of the heterogeneity: cross section of the mean
electron scattering intensity (which is the structure) at volume
level 3.5e-4 with colors determined by the standard deviation
(which is the characterization of heterogeneity). The PhIPro-

structure has greater heterogeneity than the PhIPro- structure
which is emphasized in the second column of visualizations
where both columns share the same color bar. The standard de-
viation sρ(x) computed by HRSI [51] introduces artificial spikes
that radiate from the center core to the external surface of the
particle. HRSS computes a sρ(x) has the dynamical heterogene-
ity in consistent to the biological structure of the virus particle.
Visualizations are computed by UCSF Chimera [95]. All mark-
ings are scaled by 10−3.
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(a) PhIPro+

(b) PhIPro-

Figure 7.4: Cross section of the standard deviation function sρ(x) for
PhIPro+ and PhIPro- using both HRSI and HRSS which are dis-
played in a common color map. The standard deviation is su-
perimposed on contours of the structure at contour level 1. The
top row shows the three perpendicular cross sections that are
used where the x–y contour, which is the third contour, is per-
pendicular to a 5-fold symmetry axis. The standard deviation
computed by HRSI introduces artificial peaks that extend from
the central core to the external surface of the particle as well
as more isolated peaks within the disordered δ−domain [51] of
the particle. In contrast, the standard deviation computed by
HRSS lacks the artificial peaks, is organized in annular shells
that match the known structure of HK97, and has a larger range
of values.
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Figure 7.5: Generation of the spherical average of the standard deviations
for PhIPro-. HRSI computes artificial spikes in the disordered
δ-domain which introduces a peak for the spherical average
of the standard deviation curve in the disordered δ-domain.
HRSS results suggest that the material merging to the DNA
nucleic acid from the disordered δ-domain has a even higher
standard deviation value.
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(a) PhIPro- v.s. PhIPro+ (b) Fraction of PhIPro- and PhIPro+

(HRSI, Fig.3 (a) in [51]) (HRSI, Fig.3 (b) in [51])

(c) PhIPro- v.s. PhIPro+ (HRSS) (d) fraction of PhIPro- and PhIPro+ (HRSS)

Figure 7.6: The radial distribution of heterogeneity as described by the
spherical average of the standard deviation. The left column
show four curves of spherical average, sρ(r), for the data sets
1 and 2 for PhIPro+ and for PhIPro-. The right column show the
one curve of the fraction difference of the spherical average,
d̄(r) (Eq. 7.6), after averaging the result for data sets 1 and 2
for PhIPro+ and for PhIPro-. Specifically, s̄(1)

ρ (r) in Eq. 7.6 is the
average of the two curves of PhIPro- and s̄(2)

ρ (r) in Eq. 7.6 is the
average of the two curves of PhIPro+. Several radii are marked.
The largest and smallest radii of the atomic coordinates from
the X-ray crystallography structure of Prohead-I [60] (3p8q) are
268 Å and 193 Å. The smallest radius of the pseudo-atomic
coordinates from the cryo EM structure [130], which includes
20% of the δ-domain, is 160 Å. The radius of the inner surface
of the region of highest heterogeneity is 93 Å. Both HRSS and
HRSI show that heterogeneity of PhIPro- is substantially greater
than the heterogeneity of PhIPro+ at all radii. The amount by
which the heterogeneity of PhIPro- exceeds the heterogeneity of
PhIPro+ is depicted in the fractional plot.
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Four primary distinctions are observed. First, for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-,

HRSI gives a covariance function that is organized in radially-directed rays

(Fig. 7.3 (a)), whereas HRSS gives a covariance function that is organized in2485

annular structures (Fig. 7.3 (b)). Such an annular structure, as is obtained by

HRSS, matches the physical structure of the particle: the outer protein shell and

the inner core of nucleic acid. This makes more biological sense than the esti-

mates from HRSI. Such a distinction can also be seen in Fig. 7.4, in which the

first row of both (a) and (b) have dark blue radial lines, whereas the second2490

rows show the detailed annular structure of the virus. In the previous analyses

using HRSI [51], features like high values located along radially directed lines

were averaged out leaving interpretable information, but as we try to increase

the spatial detail of our interpretation, such behavior is difficult to understand.

Second, HRSS gives a covariance function with larger dynamic range (0–2495

12 × 10−3 for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-) than the earlier HRSI (0–3.1 × 10−3 for

PhIPro+ and 0–4.8 × 10−3 for PhIPro-). This can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.4 where

the same color map is used for both HRSS and HRSI and for both PhIPro- and

PhIPro+. The standard deviation estimated by HRSI is essentially pure blue at

the lowest level of the color map, while HRSS contributes to a broader range of2500

colors. This is due to the fact that HRSI uses a larger family of basis functions

than is used by HRSI and therefore can represent features that HRSI averages

away.

Third, heterogeneity dynamics, which is characterized by the standard de-

viation (s̄ρ(r) in Eq. 7.5 and d̄ρ(r) in Eq. 7.6) computed by HRSI and HRSS, show2505

that the PhIPro- structure has greater heterogeneity than the PhIPro+ structure

which is emphasized in the second columns of Figs. 7.2–7.3 and 7.6. Comparing
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the calculation of HRSI and the calculation of HRSS, e.g., Fig. 7.6 (b) and (d),

such a distinction is more substantial in HRSI’s calculation [51]. This is caused

by the higher resolution in HRSI’s calculation than in HRSS’s calculations.2510

Fourth, the previous calculation of HRSI [51] introduces extra spikes encir-

cled in the disordered δ-domain for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro- as shown in Fig. 7.4–

7.6, which suggests the dynamical behavior in the disordered δ-domain discon-

nected to the center core. In the contrast, the continuous annular structure es-

timated by HRSS, e.g., Fig. 7.4–7.6, suggests an active interaction between the2515

center core of DNA nucleic acid and the disordered δ-domain. The amount of

heterogeneity of PhIPro- exceeds the heterogeneity of PhIPro- reaching a maxi-

mum at about a radius of 50 Å.

7.3.3 Analysis of covariance

The particle2520

Two sets of five distant regions on the virus particle are selected. One set aligns

with a 2-fold symmetry axis of a icosahedron. The other set aligns with the same

radially-directed line which is not any symmetry axis of a icosahedron. For each

set of five regions, two of them sit in the ordered capsid domain; one sits in the

partially-ordered δ-domain, and the other two sit in the disordered δ-domain.2525

The covariances between each of these five regions and the rest of the particle

are computed by Eq. 7.1 (as shown in Supplemental Fig. 7.11 for the five regions

off the symmetry axis), which are further normalized into correlation values by

Eq. 7.3. The cross section of the correlation map is shown in Fig. 7.7 for both sets

of five selected regions.2530
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(a) Five selected regions on the 2-fold symmetry axes. The two fold symmetry
of the icosahedron is sitting along the Z axis (Left), and the correlation maps
(Eq. 7.3) on x-z plane are displayed and masked by the structure at a contour
level of 1 (Right).

(b) Five selected regions off any symmetry axes. The five fold symmetry of the
icosahedron is sitting along the Z axis (Left), and the correlation maps (Eq. 7.3 in
Eq. 7.3) on x-y plane are displayed and masked by the structure at a contour level
of 1 (Right).

Figure 7.7: Correlation (C̄ρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.3) between selected region and
regions of rest of the particle for PhIPro+ and PhIPro-. The large
red regions in the first two columns of the right panels validate
the fact that this domain of the capsid is well-ordered. The
irregular small dots in last two columns (R=140 Å and R=110
Å) and the middle sized red region at R=170 Å validate the
fact that the δ-domain near the central core is disordered and it
becomes more ordered when it’s merging to the ordered capsid
domain.

Each highly correlated (red) region in Fig. 7.7 depicts the small piece of ma-

terial which the selected region belongs to. Comparing Fig. 7.7 (a) and (b), the

materials in the virus particle are formed indifferently on the same radius in the
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capsid, but are formed differently on different radius in the capsid. In particular,

as the radius decreases, the red region in Fig. 7.7 transforms from a large regu-2535

lar half spheroid to small irregular half spheroid. This transition is indifferent to

the regions on or off the symmetry axis of a icosahedron, which is biologically

reasonable. Fig. 7.12 in the Supplementary material suggests that comparing to

the rest of the particle, the selected regions are strongly correlated to regions in

the same annulus. Comparing to PhIPro-, the regions on the same annulus in2540

PhIPro+ appears to be more strongly correlated. This result verifies the annular

structure in the capsid of a virus particle, as well as the hypothesis that PhIPro+

has a more stable annular structure than PhIPro-.

(a) selected proteins masked by the
contour level of the virus particle

(b) selected proteins in the 3D struc-
ture of the virus particle

(c) The contour of highly correlated
protein

Figure 7.8: Selected pieces of protein in different radial domain in the cap-
sid of PhIPro+. Each protein piece is determined by the bina-
rized correlation map which has 1 if C̄ρ(x, x′) ≥ 0.4 and 0 if
C̄ρ(x, x′) < 0.4. Proteins in the capsid transit from a disordered
form to an ordered form from the inner to the outer surface.
The contour of each highly correlated protein piece can be em-
ulated by a half spheroid.
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Through a filtering technique, the correlation maps of the five off symme-

try axes regions (Fig. 7.8 (b)) are binarized to 1 if C̄ρ(x, x′) ≥ 0.4, and to 0 if2545

C̄ρ(x, x′) < 0.4. Then, five pieces of protein in the capsid are determined by these

five binarized correlation maps. These protein pieces in the capsid of PhIPro+ are

then jointly displayed in Fig. 7.8 (a) and (b). The volume of each of these protein

pieces is tabulated in Table 7.1. The contour of each of these protein pieces can

be emulated by a half spheroid (Fig. 7.8 (c)), which has the semi-axis lengths2550

tabulated in Table 7.1.

Distance from the center of
spheroid to the origin R (Å)

230 200 170 140 110

volume (Å3) 92752 73442 54140 38417 24275
semi-axis a (Å) 72 63 55.5 45 36.5
semi-axis c (Å) 9.5 10.5 11 11.5 11

Table 7.1: The size and shape of the selected pieces of protein in the cap-
sid of PhIPro+. The size and the shape are characterized by the
volume and semi-axis lengths of the half spheriod.

The results numerically validate the transition in the orderedness of mate-

rials in different domains of the capsid. In particular, as the radius increases

from the inner to the outer surface of the capsid, the structure of the protein in

the capsid transits from a disordered form to an ordered form. This transition2555

appears to be continuous along the radius.

The spherical average of the covariance (Eq. 7.4) is computed and plotted in

Fig. 7.13 in the Supplementary material.
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The ribbon diagram

In this section, the covariance analysis for the ribbon diagram is described.2560

Specifically, a fixed location is selected in δ-domain by averaging spatial co-

ordinates of all regions on the four alpha helices, so its spatial location is in

the center of the alpha helices that point downwards. Covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in

Eq. 7.1) between this fixed location and all regions on the ribbon is computed

for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-.2565

In Fig. 7.9, the ribbon is colored by the covariance values which are satu-

rated the covariance 0.5 (red) or -0.5 (blue). A wider color range is used and

shown in Fig. 7.14 in the Supplementary material. However, comparing to the

narrower color range, the wider one (Fig. 7.14) shows much less details about

the interaction between the δ-domain and the ordered capsid.2570

Suggested by the higher covariance between the fixed point in δ-domain and

the ordered capsid (Fig. 7.9 (a)), PhIPro+ is demonstrating allosteric connections

between the fixed location and the surface of the capsid while PhIPro- is not. The

distinction between PhIPro+ and PhIPro- demonstrates that the binding protease

causes a correlation of movement between delta domain and outer region that2575

does not exist without protease. This agrees with the previous experimental re-

sults [130], which suggests that the binding protease cause a different H/D dis-

tribution from not binding protease that includes effects at a distance (A loop

near the surface) from the primary binding site (delta domain). Furthermore,

our result also numerical validates the previous hypothesis of mechanical mod-2580

els e.g., Fig. 4 in [49] and Fig. 3 in [68]. In particular, interactions of the delta

domains cause the distortions in the tertiary structure of the subunit on the outer
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surface (action at a distance).

Both experiments and models as well as the novel covariance analysis sug-

gest that the entire structure is sufficiently dynamic without protease that the2585

subtleties of the change that interacting delta domains make on the tertiary

structure are difficult to discern, but binding protease “freezes” these changes

so that they can be measured by both H/D and covariance. This is a very neat

outcome because after the delta domains have been cleaved off (prohead II),

the changes to the outer regions induced by the delta domain interactions be-2590

fore cleavage are now frozen (stabilized by capsid quaternary structure) with

sufficient robustness that we could see them at better than 4Å resolution by

crystallography. Of course this makes prohead II metastable and makes matu-

ration a “down hill” process energetically. Similar results were observed in the

calculation of the second non-overlapping set of 1200 images as shown in Fig.2595

7.15 in the Supplementary material, which demonstrates the robustness of these

effects.

Comparing to previous methods and analysis, the the novel covariance anal-

ysis illustrates structural changes that are sufficiently subtle that they are not

discernible from direct observation of electron scattering density, but are visible2600

with the derived statistical analysis.
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(a) PhIPro+ (Dataset 1) (b) PhIPro- (Dataset 1)

Figure 7.9: A ribbon diagram from the x-ray crystallography structure
of HK97 augmented with part of the δ domain from the cryo
EM structure [130] colored by the 3-D covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in
Eq. 7.1) where the fixed location is at the black dot in the δ do-
main (in the center of helices). The view is tangential to the cap-
sid with the outer surface of the capsid at the top. The smaller
domain to the left is extending to a 5-fold symmetry axis. Both
PhIPro+ (b) and PhIPro- (c) are shown. Panels (b–c) use a color
map with a narrow range (saturation occurs at 0.5 (red) and -
0.5 (blue) and 13.44% of all carbon atoms are saturated) which,
however, provides good contrast in the order region of the cap-
sid. In both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-, the δ domain is saturated at 0.5
(red) or -0.5 (blue) with a small amount of green as it transi-
tions between the two saturated regions. However, PhIPro+ and
PhIPro- have different behaviors in the ordered capsid. In par-
ticular, in PhIPro+, the outer part of the capsid is yellow to red
(covariance 0.25 to 0.5) but in PhIPro- the ordered capsid is green
(some barely yellow) (covariance 0 to barely 0.25). In summary,
there is stronger positive covariance between the fixed location
in the δ domain and the surface of the capsid in PhIPro+ rather
than PhIPro-.
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7.4 Supplemental

(a) Five selected regions on the 3-fold symmetry axes. The three fold symmetry of
the icosahedron is sitting along the Z axis (Left), and the correlation maps (Eq. 7.3)
on x-z plane are displayed.

(b) Five selected regions on the 5-fold symmetry axes. The five fold symmetry of
the icosahedron is sitting along the Z axis (Left), and the correlation maps (Eq. 7.3)
on x-y plane are displayed.

Figure 7.10: Correlation (C̄ρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.3) between selected region and
regions of rest of the particle for PhIPro+.
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Figure 7.11: Covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.1) between selected region off
any symmetry axis and regions of rest of the particle for
PhIPro+ and PhIPro-.The ring of small maxima, that is especially
prominent in each of the two R=110 images, is due to the trun-
cation of the orthonormal expansion (Eq. 6.4) to a finite num-
ber of terms.
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Figure 7.12: Correlation (C̄ρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.3) between selected region off
any symmetry axis and regions of rest of the particle for
PhIPro+ and PhIPro- in a saturated colormap in the range [-0.2,
0.2]. The large red regions in the first two columns validate
the fact that this domain of the capsid is well-ordered. The ir-
regular small dots in last two columns (R=140 Å and R=140 Å)
and the middle sized red region around R=170 Å validate fact
that the δ-domain near the central core is disordered and it be-
comes more ordered when it’s merging to the ordered capsid
domain. The ring of small maxima in each image is due to the
truncation of the orthonormal expansion (Eq. 6.4) to a finite
number of terms. Particles are viewed in the cross sections of
the x-y plane.
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Figure 7.13: Spherical average of the covariance (Eq. 7.4) for both PhIPro+

and PhIPro-.

(a) PhIPro+ (Dataset 1) (b) PhIPro- (Dataset 1)

Figure 7.14: Covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.1) between the a fixed location
in δ-domain (the black dot) and all regions on the ribbon for
both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-. The color is saturated at the value of
covariance 5 (red) or -3 (blue). Most of the ordered capsid is
compressed into green-blue for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro-.
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(a) The fixed location (the black dot) in δ-domain

(b) PhIPro+ (Dataset 2) (c) PhIPro- (Dataset 2)

Figure 7.15: Covariance (Cρ(x, x′) in Eq. 7.1) between the a fixed location
in δ-domain (a) and all regions on the ribbon for both PhIPro+

and PhIPro-. The color is saturated at covariance 0.5 (red) or
-0.5 (blue) and 12.89% of the all carbon atoms are saturated.
The δ domain is saturating at 0.5 (red) or -0.5 (blue) with a
tiny amount of green when it zooms from positive to nega-
tive. Comparing PhIPro+ and PhIPro-, different behavior in the
ordered capsid is identified. In particular, in PhIPro+ the outer
part of the capsid is yellow to red (covariance 0.25 to 0.5) but
in PhIPro- the ordered capsid is green (some barely yellow) (co-
variance 0 to barely 0.25). This suggests that PhIPro+ is demon-
strating allosteric connections between the fixed location and
the surface of the capsid while PhIPro- is not.
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CHAPTER 8

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Two applications are investigated in this thesis: resting-state functional mag-2605

netic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) and structural biology of viruses via cryo

electron microscopy (cryo EM).The cryo EM work is fundamentally statistical

in nature while the rs-fMRI work attempts to avoid statistical assumptions be-

cause of the uncertain statistical character of the MRI signals.

There are several future directions for the cryo EM work. (1) More efficient2610

software is needed so that calculations can be carried out at higher resolution.

For instance, distributed memory parallelism opportunities exist but are not

exploited in the current software. In addition, more efficient optimization al-

gorithm than EM algorithm could be used. (2) Other rotational point group

symmetries beyond icosahedral symmetry occur in structural biology. Expan-2615

sion on the software is required for other symmetries with real-valued irrep

matrices. For symmetries where such real-valued irreps do not exist, theoreti-

cal development is necessary, in particular, to work with complex-valued basis

functions and impose the fact that the electron scattering intensity is real valued

by some additional mechanism.2620

There are also several future directions for the rs-fMRI work. (1) Only pair-

wise interactions among the regions of interest (ROIs) are considered in this

work. Consideration of multiple ROIs simultaneously may be useful when A

effects both B and C and it is difficult to distinguish between the true situation

and a situation where A → B → C or A → C → B. (2) The approach used is2625

to compute a prediction and correlate the prediction and the measured signal.

More sophisticated predictors could be used, such as nonlinear predictors and
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predictors with sparse dependence on the past of the signal from which the

prediction is made.

For both the rs-fMRI and cryo EM work, more detailed application of these2630

algorithms to experimental data is sure to yield insights into the functioning of

the algorithms and how the algorithms can be improved, as well as providing

novel inferences into the biological processes.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 52635

A.1 Proofs of Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 1. Eq. 5.1 implies Eq. 5.2) Γ
p
r is real by definition so that

Γp
r (g) = (Γp

r (g))∗

. Since Γ
p
r = (S p)HΓ

p
c (g)S p, it follows that

Γp
r = (S p)HΓp

c (g)S p =
(
(S p)HΓp

c (g)S p
)∗

= (S p)T (Γp
c (g))∗(S p)∗.

Multiply on the left by ((S p)H)T = ((S p)−1)T = ((S p)T )−1 and on the right by

((S p)H)∗ = (S p)T to get2640

((S p)T )−1(S p)HΓp
c (g)S p(S p)T = (Γp

c (g))∗,

which, since (S p)H = (S p)−1, implies that

[S p(S p)T ]−1Γp
c (g)[S p(S p)T ] = (Γp

c (g))∗.

Therefore Γ
p
c (g) is similar to (Γp

c (g))∗.

Eq. 5.2 implies Eq. 5.1) Multiplying by (S p)T on the left and (S p)∗ on the right of

Eq. 5.2 gives

(S p)T [S p(S p)T ]−1Γp
c (g)[S p(S p)T ](S p)∗ = (S p)T (Γp

c (g))∗(S p)∗

which can be reorganized using the assumption that S p is unitary to get2645

[(S p)T (S p)∗](S p)−1Γp
c (g)S p[(S p)T (S p)∗] = (S p)T (Γp

c (g))∗(S p)∗.

Then, also since S p is unitary, it follows that

(S p)−1Γp
c (g)S p =

[
(S p)−1Γp

c (g)S p
]∗
.
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Since the left and the right hand sides of the above equation are complex con-

jugates of each other, it follows that each is real, i.e., Γ
p
r (g) = (S p)−1Γ

p
c (g)S p is a

real-valued matrix. �

Proof of Lemma 2. Property 1: Because the irrep is unitary, Z p can be written in2650

the form

Z p =
1

Ng

∑
g∈G

Γp
c (g)Ap(Γp

c (g))T . (A.1)

Then, Property 1 follows from a direct computation.

Properties 2 and 3: For any arbitrary g′ ∈ G, we have

Γp
c (g′)Z p(Γp

c (g′))T = Γp
c (g′)

1
Ng

∑
g∈G

Γp
c (g)Ap(Γp

c (g))T (Γp
c (g′))T

=
1

Ng

∑
g∈G

[Γp
c (g′)Γp

c (g)]Ap[Γp
c (g′)Γp

c (g))]T

=
1

Ng

∑
g∈G

Γp
c (g′g)Ap(Γp

c (g′g))T

=
1

Ng

∑
g∈G

Γp
c (g)Ap(Γp

c (g))T

= Z p (A.2)

where the forth equivalence follows from the Rearrangement Theorem [28,

Theorem II, p. 24]. Because the irrep is unitary, rearranging Eq. A.2 gives2655

Γ
p
c (g′)Zp = Zp(Γp

c (g′))∗. Because g′ is arbitrary,

Γp
c (g)Z p = Z p(Γp

c (g))∗, for all g ∈ G. (A.3)

Property 2 follows from Ref. [28, Theorem II, p. 128] because the irrep Γ
p
c is

potentially real.

Note that both Γ
p
c and (Γp

c )∗ are unitary irreps of dimension dp of the group

G. Schur’s Lemma [28, Theorem I, p. 80] applied to Eq. A.3 implies that either2660
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Z p = 0 or det Zp , 0. Because of the assumption Z p , 0, Z p is nonsingular.

Therefore, Zp is a similarity transform from Γ
p
c (g) to (Γp

c (g))∗ for all g ∈ G which

proves Property 3. �

Proof of Lemma 3. For simplicity, let Q1 = <Q and Q2 = =Q.

Property 1: The matrices Q1, Q2, and B are all real and symmetric. Since2665

B ∈ R2n×2n and BT = B, B has 2n real eigenvalues (possibly repeated) and 2n real

orthonormal eigenvectors [59, Theorem 2.5.6, p. 104]. Define M by

M =
[ I −iI

0 I

]
B
[ I 0

iI I

]
=

[ 0 Q2 + iQ1

Q2 − iQ1 −Q1

]
.

Then,

det(B) = det(M) = det((Q2 + iQ1)(Q2 − iQ1) − 0(−Q1) = det(QQ∗) = | det(Q)|2 > 0

because Q is non-singular. Hence, B is non-singular.

Property 2:2670

B
[ x
−y

]
= λ

[ x
−y

]
⇐⇒


Q1x − Q2y = λx

Q2x + Q1y = −λy
⇐⇒


Q2y − Q1x = −λx

Q2x + Q1y = −λy

⇐⇒ B
[ x

y
]

= −λ
[ x

y
]
.

Property 3: Define the matrices

X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ Rn×n

Y =
[
y1, . . . , yn

]
∈ Rn×n

Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Rn×n

U = X − iY ∈ Cn×n. (A.4)
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The equation

B
[ xk
−yk

]
= λk

[ xk
−yk

]
for k{1, . . . , n}

is equivalent to2675

B

 X

−Y

 =

 Q1 Q2

Q2 −Q1


 X

−Y

 =

 X

−Y

 Λ

which is equivalent to


Q1X − Q2Y = XΛ

Q2X + Q1Y = −YΛ

.

Multiplying the second equation by i and adding to the first equation gives

UΛ = (X − iY)Λ = (Q1X − Q2Y) + i(Q2X + Q1Y)

= (Q1 + iQ2)X + (iQ1 − Q2)Y = (Q1 + iQ2)X + (Q1 + iQ2)iY

= (Q1 + iQ2)(X + iY) = QU∗.

Therefore xk − iyk and +λk are the coneigenvectors and coneigenvalues of Q,

respectively.

Property 4: Because QQ∗ = In by assumption, the eigenvalues of QQ∗ are the

eigenvalues of In which all have value 1. By Ref. [59, Proposition 4.6.6, p. 246],2680

ξ is an eigenvalue of QQ∗ if and only if +
√
ξ is a coneigenvalue of Q. Therefore,

all the coneigenvalues of Q have value 1.

Property 5: Let the columns of V ∈ R2n×2n be the 2n real orthonormal eigen-

vectors of B, i.e.,

V =


 x1

−y1

 , . . . ,
 xn

−yn

 ,
 y1

x1

 , . . . ,
 yn

xn


 . (A.5)

Then, VT V = VVT = I2n and VHV = VVH = I2n.2685
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Define L ∈ Cn×2n by L = [In, iIn] and Ũ ∈ C2×2n by Ũ = LV . Then ŨŨH =

(LV)(LV)H = LVVHLH = LI2nLH = LLH = In + In = 2In. But also, Ũ = LV = [x1 −

iy1, . . . , xn− iyn, y1 + ix1, . . . , yn + ixn] = [x1− iy1, . . . , xn− iyn, i(x1− iy1), . . . , i(xn− iyn)] =

[U, iU] and ŨŨH = [U, iU]

 UH

−iUH

 = UUH +UUH = 2UUH. Therefore, UUH = In.

Property 6: Property 6 follows immediately from Properties 3–5 since Prop-2690

erty 3 states that QU∗ = UΛ, Property 4 states that Λ = In, and Property 5 states

that (U∗)−1 = UT . �

Lemma 6. If all reps of a finite group G that is a subgroup of S O3 are potentially real,

then the union over reps of the group G of the set of real-valued basis functions that

transform as a particular rep is a complete orthonormal system on the surface of the2695

sphere. Equivalently, given l ∈ N, the orthonormal functions {{{Fp,l,n, j(θ, φ)}dp

j=1}
Np;l

n=1}
Nrep

p=1

span the subspace of square-integrable functions on the surface of the sphere defined by

degree l, i.e.,
∑Nrep

p=1 dpNp;l = 2l + 1.

Proof of Lemma 6. The union of the sets of basis functions that transform accord-

ing to the pth irrep of a finite group G over all values of p are a complete basis2700

for square-integrable functions on the surface of the sphere in R3 [28, Theorem

I, p. 92]. In addition, the basis functions computed by the projection operator

approach (Eq. 5.12) are guaranteed to have [28, Theorem II, p. 93]∫ [
P

p
j,kY̌l,m(x)

] [
P

p′

j′,k′Y̌l′,m′(x)
]

dx = δp,p′δk, j′

∫ [
P

p
j,k′Y̌l,m(x)

]
Y̌l′,m′(x)dx

= δp,p′δk, j′δl,l′δm,m′ .

Therefore, basis functions Fp,l,n, j with different values of p, i.e., from different

reps, are orthogonal. �2705
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A.2 Relationships between icosahedral dp = 3 irreps

Let Rg be the rotation matrices of Ref. [144] which are also a real orthonormal

irrep of dimension 3. Let Γp(g) be the complex unitary irreps of Ref. [80] where

p = 2 and p = 3 are of dimension 3. With different permutations, Rg can be

made similar to both Γp=2(g) and Γp=3(g). In particular, Γp(g) = (S p)HRγp(g)S p
2710

for p ∈ {2, 3} where the permutation γp(g) and the complex unitary matrices

S p ∈ C3×3 are given in Table A.1 and Eq. A.6, respectively.

S p=2 =


−1/
√

2 0 −1/
√

2

−i/
√

2 0 i/
√

2

0 1 0

 S p=3 =


−1/
√

2 0 −1/
√

2

i/
√

2 0 −i/
√

2

0 1 0

 . (A.6)

g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
γ2(g) 1 2 5 9 17 10 27 13 21 18
γ3(g) 1 4 3 36 52 38 42 49 60 54
g 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
γ2(g) 24 15 26 3 4 48 45 56 54 49
γ3(g) 56 48 45 2 5 24 18 15 26 21
g 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
γ2(g) 60 36 52 42 38 14 16 47 40 46
γ3(g) 13 10 27 17 9 46 55 22 8 25
g 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
γ2(g) 55 41 53 20 29 6 12 57 39 8
γ3(g) 28 20 29 53 41 40 47 12 6 39
g 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
γ2(g) 22 44 58 28 25 11 31 59 33 30
γ3(g) 57 16 14 44 58 50 31 11 32 43
g 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
γ2(g) 19 43 35 34 37 23 7 50 32 51
γ3(g) 51 19 33 35 7 59 37 23 34 30

Table A.1: Permutations relating the 3 dimensional icosahedral irreps of
Refs. [144, 80].
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 6

B.1 Derivation of Eq. 6.72715

The orthonormal condition of angular basis functions Ip;l,n (Property 2 in Sec-

tion 6.2) explicitly is∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
IT

p;l,n(x/x)Ip′;l′,n′(x/x)dθdφ = Idpδp,p′δl,l′δn,n′ , (B.1)

where x/x is shorthand for (θ, φ) (Section 5.1). By Eq. B.1 and Eq. 6.6 (the or-

thonomality of radial basis functions), the LHS of 6.7 can be expressed as∫
x

Fp;ζ(x)FT
p′;ζ′(x)dx

=

∫
x

(
Ip;l,n(x/x)hl,q(x)

) (
Ip′;l′,n′(x/x)hl′,q′(x)

)T
dx

=

∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0

∫ ∞

x=0

(
Ip;l,n(x/x)hl,q(x)

) (
Ip′;l′,n′(x/x)hl′,q′(x)

)T
dxdφdθ

=

∫ π

θ=0
Ip;l,n(x/x)

(∫ 2π

φ=0
hl,q(x)hT

l′,q′(x)dx
)

IT
p′;l′,n′(x/x)dφdθ

=
(
δl,l′δq,q′

) ∫ π

θ=0
Ip;l,n(x/x)IT

p′;l,n′(x/x)dφdθ

= Idpδp,p′δl,l′δn,n′δq,q′

= Idpδp,p′δζ,ζ′

(B.2)

2720
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